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SBA spreads 'f unding
to more student groups
By DOUG MILLER
was technically allocated last
Student Bar Association spring. Short said the new fundPresident Kyle Short (3L), and ing formula was achieved by reTreasurer Charles Griffith (3L) distributing the money already
received final approval for the approved by the Board of Student
SBA' s proposed budget this Affairs (BSA). " We had two
week. The $26.000 budget in- main goals." Short said. " We
eludes funding for more than 15 wanted to make sure the money
student groups, the most ever to was being appropriated for its
recei\'e SBA funding.
highest and best use. and make
Among the student groups sure that it would benefit as many
new to the SBA dole are Law different students as possible. "
Partners (a group for married Most of the money for funding
students). The Meeting of the the new groups came from modMinds which hosts discussion est cuts to the Moot Court Bar
groups with faculty members, a and Trial Advocacy teams.
student chapter of the ACLU,
The Moot Court Bar, thelargthe Sports and Entertainment est recipient of funding. will reLaw Society, and the Christian .
Law Fellowship.
See SBA, page 20

Bill of Rights Institute Director Rod Smolla argued Campbell v. Acuff- --Peter Owell
Rose Music, a copyright parod)' case, before a mock-Supreme Court at
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Although the SBA budget

Judicial committee recommends revisions to Honor Code
B~'

LEEANNE MORRIS
and SARAH NEWMAN
Marshall-Wythe's Judicial Council,
the student body charged with enforcing
the Honor Code, has created a
Subcommittee to consider revising the
Code. Thus far, the Subcommittee has
agreed to recommend putting first-year
students on the Council and having an
elected rather than appointed Chief
Justice.
Last year. the first publicly held Honor
Code trial in M-W 's history led to a
movement to reform the Honor Code.
Allegations of cheating arose during last
faU' s exam period. when a student was
discovered taking a closed-book exam in
a locked room with papers and books
nearby. Keyin Kroner ('93) was publicly
tried and acquitted by theJ udicial Council
of charges of cheating.
The trial brought to light some
problems with the Honor System
procedure. and an ad hoc committee was
formed to discuss revising the Code. John
Brownlee (3 L) chaired the ad hoc
committee which submitted a reform
proposal to last year's Judicial Council.
The Council tabled the proposal.
David Hopkins (3L), this year's Chief
Justice. explained his reasons for forming
the Subcommittee.
"The Judicial Council's goal this year
is to do eveI}thing possible to increase
student and faculty support for our Honor
System. As a result. we're holding these
open hearings and strongly encouraging

eveI}'one' s participation. When we are
done, I hope that everyone will have
confidence that we have the best Honor
System that we can possibly create,"
Hopkins said.
The Subcommittee consists of seven
Council members and will study revisions
such as abandoning the " rat clause" --the

requirement that students turn in suspected
offenders,--strengthening faculty support
of the Code by choosing a faculty advisor,
and requiring students to sign a pledge
with each exam stating that they followed
Honor Code guidelines while taking it.
The Subcommittee will submit its
proposal to the full Council for a yote. A

passing suggestion will then go to the
student body for a second Yote .
Confirmation requires a two-thirds
majority of a voting population of half of
the school. If the proposal survives this

See CODE, page 20

Budget cuts threatened; Cell developing plan
B~'

STEPHEN THOMAS KING
Provost Gillian T. Cell is coming up
with William and Mary' s reduction plan,
due to Virginia' s Secretary of Education
Karen Peterson today. which will explain
how to cut up to 15 percent of the College' s
budget.
Cell said the proposal will only CO\'er
very ' 'broad categories." No priorities
haye been set as to what must be cut and
what might be immune from the budget
axe. "We will work on the details later.
probably in the spring ... Cell said.
Governor Doug Wilder senta mandate
to all Virginia colleges to develop plans
for both a 10 percent cut and a 15 percent
cut.
College President Timothy 1.
Sulli\'an spoke publicly against the
proposed cuts. " The truth is. the
Commonwealth has no higher education
policy. " he said in an article in the Dai~v

Press.
Cell met with M-W faculty members
Sept. 2 to learn about the various programs
offered at the law school in preparation
for the reduction plan. She told the

Amicus that she was unsure how any
proposed budget cuts would affect the law
school. Should the College haye to slash
the M-W budget it will work in concert
with the appropriate administrators and
committees of the law school. she said.
Associate Pro\'ost for Planning and
Budget am Jones said that cuts of such
magnitude would " more than likely result
in layoffs of some ~ -pc and a reduction in
programs and sen·ices. ' · across the
campus.
Jones said that the cuts would take
place in July. I99~. Cell cautioned that it
still is not definite that the budget cuts
will in fact materialize. Jones said the
cuts could turn out to be less than 10
percent. but he cautioned. "That's not to

say it's not a critical situation."
According to Cell. the amount of
money allocated to higher education,
which once made up 15 percent of the
total state budget has dropped to a current
le\'el of 12 percent. he predicts higher
education will amount only to 9.5 percent
of the state budget if the newly proposed
budget cuts materialize. Additional cuts
would drop Virginia from 43rd to 48th in
the nation in spending on higher
education, she said.
The decline in spending on higher
education in Virginia has not occurred in
other budget categories. Cell said. The

See CHOP CHOP, page 20
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Out of Our Heads
Being accused of cheating is something none of us ever want
to go through. Suddenly, a career in law becomes very tenuous.
One's fitness to practice is brought into question, often for
something she didn't do or honestly didn't consider a violation
of the Honor COde. It is a terrifying and huiniliating experience.
And it usually occurs during the' most stressful time of a11-exams. Last year, Kevin Kroner had to take two more exams
after he knew he was being charged for cheating on his Trusts
& Estates exam. How anyone can be ex-pected to do this is
beyond comprehension.
As terrible as this eXJ>Crience is, the Honor System is not
designed to ease the situation for the accused or even to afford
him a process that gives him the benefit of the doubt. The
presumption is one of guilt.
The Honor Code does not work. It does not catch the real
cheaters, because they are smart· enough not to get caught.
Instead, it allows students to act as the school's police force and
puts innocent people through a lot of anguish.
The lack of action by last year's Judicial Council after
receiving a reform proposal from students was infuriating.
Fortunately, this year's Council is facing the problem . However,
it may not know what it has gotten itself into.
There are numerous features of the system that raise strongly
held convictions in people debating the changes. The recent
debates on electing the Chief Justice and who should have
authority to choose Council members are clear examples of how
diverse people's views can be. Future topics should prove to be
even more controversial, such as determining what is ' ' trivial "
and whether a student convicted by the Council should be
allowed to appeal to the student body.
Some members of the Council, when faced with such drastic
revisions, will be cautious, wanting to err on the side of doing
nothing. What changes do get passed in the committee will be
the result of compromise, and when the recommendations go to
the full Council, there will be more debate and more compromise.
What will be left after this process may not be any sweeping
changes in trial procedure or in the structure of the system itself.
But that is what is needed. The committee and the Council need
to let go of traditional paternalistic tendencies and create a
system that works for the students.
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The SBA's budget for the back drastically in their activi- as effective.
An unsupported group re1993-94 school year was allo- ties.
cated by the BSA last spring.
Other groups that receive sig- quires much more dedication on
However, SBA President Kyle nificant funding from other the part of student leaders to
Short and Treasurer Charles sources also did not receive raise funds in order to sponsor
Griffith redistributed the $26,000 money from the SBA.
activities. Because these leaders
this semester among various law
The mostly new organiza- change from year to year, the
school organizations.
tions that did receive funding got stability of the organization itAs a result, the SBA was able between $50 and $150. This self is threatened.
to fund 15 organizations, five might be all they need to cover
The more student organizamore than in past years.
incidental operating expenses tions we have in the law school,
Some of the established law such as copying or postage.
the more opportunity there is for
school groups lost some money
The redistribution of SBA students to get involved in somein the process. But maybe by funds served to support more thing they like doing. But more
trimming some fat out of their student organizations than ever importantly, we as a catnmunit)'
expenses, these groups will be before. These groups ma), have are more \lroductive, which benable to continue to perform their been able to exist without SBA efits us all and reflects positively
functions without having to cut money, but would not have been on the school.
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To the Editor:
I was very disappointed after
reading Mark Donald's
commentary in last week's
Amicus. While I feel that he is
certainly justified in expressing
his displeasure with the
technicalities involved in the
disbursement ofPSF funds, I do
not think that was fair to PSF to
start off the semester with such a
negative commentary on the
organization.
I received a PSF stipend this
past summer to help finance my
internship at the Washington
D.C. Public Defender Service. I
am extremely grateful for PSF 's
generosity in providing me with
funding for an otherwise unpaid
position.
Mr. .Donald seemed to rhiss
out on the main point behind
PSF funding. It is not to give
lucrative remuneration for a
summer job at a law firm, but
rather to provide students who
have an interest in public service
with financial assistance in lowor non-paying legal internships.
CertainIy, the fact that the money
is not disbursed until mid-June
is inconvenient. but it \,"ould be

even more inconvenient not to
receive any money at all. The
thirty people who applied for
PSF funds and did not receive
them will attest to that.

If Mr. Donald desired a job
where a steady financial return

See LETTER, page 17

CORRECTION
The Bill ofRights Journal rece~ves $4,000 annually from
the Institute of Bill of Rights Law, not $15,000 as reported in
the last issue of the Amicus. This year's increase in the
Publications Council's funding of the Journal matched a
shortfall ip. last year's budget. The law school, through Dean
Connie Galloway, provided the Journal with equipment and
furniture for its new office, and the Publications Council
provided a new 486 computer and laser printer.
The Journal published 11'0'0 issues last year, not o'n e, and
plans to also publish a third this year.
Jonathan Rotter is the Business Editor for the Journal, not
an articles editor.
The Amicus regrets the errors.
Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of the Amicus Curiae are
dedicated to all student opinion regardless of form or content.
Opinion articles are not edited for content, only spell checked.
Letters to the Editor do not reflect the opinion of the
newspaper or its staff. Letters should be s.ubmitted--preferably
on disk--by 5 p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication.
We cannot print a letter \\ithout confirmation of the author's
name. We may. however, withhold the name on request.
Letters over 500 words may be returned to the writer with a
request that they be edited for the sake of space.
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Supreme Court Preview offers glimpse at coming term
By JOHN CROUCH
From affirmative action to
waste disposal , the Supreme
Court is facing divisive questions that Congress, presidents
and the American people have
failed to resolYe, according to
scholars and journalists at the
Supreme Court Preview held this
weekend. The annual Preyiew
was sponsored and staffed by the
Institute of Bill of Rights Law.
Issues that define America ' s
core beliefs have been
" punted to the courts, " as
Professor Neal Deyins said of
the question of the 1991 Civil
Rights Act's retroactivity.
Panelists hoped Court moderates would draw a line between
conflicting goals of racial equality of opportunity and equality of
result. Reporter Linda Greenhouse of the Nell' York Times
warned that the Court' s affirnlative action "chickens are coming home to roost. '
Greenhouse sparked furious
debate on Justice Ginsburg's role
by predicting the Court would
prohibit gender-based peremptory jury strikes. Minnesota professor Suzanna Sherry was unsure of Ginsburg' s swing yote
because the case involyed a
mother who sought an alI-female jury in a paternity sui.t.

types women , said KnightRidder reporter Aaron Epstein.
Veteran Court journalist Lyle
Denniston of the Baltimore Sun
said that justices are not so myopically result-fixated, for " they
are writing law for the whole
universe of the jury system. "
In Harris v. Forklift S.vstellls,
the Court for the first time \\ill
haye to apply its " hostile work
environment" standard ina gender harassment case, in which
lower courts denied relief because the plaintiff did not quit
and was not psychologically
harmed. In a moot court demonstration of the case, Boston Uniyersity professor Tracey Maclin
said some workers can' t afford
to quit or have a " breakdown" before getting the relief
other Title VII plaintiffs get and
courts should look at defendants'
behavior, not victims' feelings.
The justices agreed that harassment hampering " working
conditions of a reasonable employee" was actionable.
The Court will extend the
Racketeer-Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act beyond
economic crimes to " put Operation Rescue out ofbusiness" with
triple-damages awards to clinics, reversing a Seventh Circuit
case, Denniston predicted.
However, Gin5buTg, n"l<1uo;:; a
Panelists disagreed sharply
career of defending men and on the pending Religious Freewomen from discrimination. dom Restoration Act, which will
Devins and others protested. undo a decision that let states use
Ginsburg once argued that any facially neutral laws to
gender discrimination stereo- criminalize such religious prac-

Baltimore Sun reporter L~' le Denniston participated in seyeral panel
discussions after comp'leting a brief term on the "Supreme Court."
tices as peyote use. The Act
requires governments to prove
that prosecuting a particular believer is the least restrictive
means to further a compelling
state interest. Washington Times
columnist Bruce Fein said the
Act was unconstitutional. as
Congress would be directly controlling state legislation more
strictly than the Constitution
does, and the Act would put religions above the law.
'Ihe c.ourt ","i\\ also decide if
accused marijuana dealers must
get a hearing before the government seizes their houses by civil
forfeiture . It agreed to review a
Ninth Circuit decision requiring

hearings. which means either
that the justices want to reverse
the decision or they want to extend it nationwide.
The U.S. claims it may seize
property by getting a warrant
upon probable cause from a magistrate. In this particularly egregious case, the U. S. seized a
house four years afterthe absentee owner pled guilty to " promoting" marijuana. However.
many seizure victims all; neyer
convicted or even indicted.
In an upcoming case, the
administration wants to make a
Georgia county change its government system, in which one
man makes and executes the

--Peter Owell

laws, as it gives minorities no
voice. Denniston found the proposal drastic, yet Maclin and
others said it followed logically
from past cases.
The Court will probably review the constitutionality of a
1992 law controlling cable television. As Epstein explained, its
" must -carry " clause gives
Washingtonians three identical
Maryland public television channels, leavmg, no room for channels with Orioles games.
School vouchers would pass
muster, most panelists said.
However California' s voucher
plan may be 'derailed by that
state's Supreme Court, said Fein.

Bushrod ki cks 0 ffwith record ~=====C===a===m===p===a===ig===n===U======p===d===at===e=====:::::::--"
n u m b e r s 0 f com pet ito r s
ised that " all bailiffs who are signed up
By PAULA HANNAFORD
A record-breaking 128 students regis- will have a chance to help."
In addition to high student interest,
tered to compete in this year' s Bushrod
Tournament, scheduled to begin tomor- this year' s tournament features changes
row. According to Tournament Justice in both the tournament rules and the
Laurie Hartman (3L), the high turn-out anticipated tenor of the competition. In
forM-W ' sannual intra-school moot court response to several ,. no-shows" during
competition surprised tournament orga- last year's competition, this year' s tournament rules specify that the names of
nizers.
One hundred thirty-two 2Ls from a participants who register for Bushrod but
class of 170 picked up tournament pack- fail to compete ,,,ithout showing good
ets to compete for the Moot Court Team. cause will be posted on the Moot Court
The large number of participants has Board in the lobby.
" Last year's ' no-shows' put their comcreated logistical difficulties for the competitors
in a really difficult situation,"
petition organizers. " We have 64 students arguing on Tuesday and Thursday, explained Hartman. " The purpose of the
and another 64 arguing on Wednesday new rule is to allow competitors to know
and Friday." said Hartman. " We will which participants have dropped out and
have arguments going on in every ayail- add a degree of public humiliation to the
able room in the school, including the act.
Another change in tournament rules
faculty lounge. "
To accommodate the volume of stu- prohibits Bushrod competitors from condents, competition organizers were forced sulting anyone other than the " desigto enlist the aid of additional faculty and nated oral advocacy consultants" about
the substance or style of their arguments.
alumni as jud .. ~s for the competition.
There is n, shortage of baliff volunSee MOOT, page 20
teers, however. Altho .. gh a waiting list
currently exists bailiffs, Hartman prom-

Both Democratic gubernatorial candidate Mary Sue Terry and Republican
candidate George Allen have responded
to recent concerns about the decline in
Virginia' s funding of higher education
from 15 percent in the mid-1980s to its
12 percent. Commented Allen "I
don' t think that the point is what percentage of the pie they are receiving.
That's notthe criteria .. . . lfthey ' re still
continuing with a lot of bureaucracy,
and they' re still continuing\\;th a lot of
programs and policies that aren't essential, then they' re missing the point. "
Allen also stressed a need for " an
objective, critical analysis of whether
professors can teach more, whether
they' re utilizing existing facilities ."
Terry questioned the practice of
judging the value ofa publicly-financed
higher education by the proportion of
the state budget allocated for that purpose. " We" ' got to find ways to
measure the quality of higher education in Virginia apart from how much
money we spend on it" Terry predicted that reform in higher education
would depend on a collaborative effort
between Virginia Department of Edu-

cation officials and officials of state
higher education institutions.

Both candidates support Judge
Buford Parsons' decision to deny custody of 2-year-old Tyler to his mother
Sharon Bottoms. According to Allen,
the " best interest of the child is paramount. " Allen also supports keeping
Virginia' s sodomy laws in force. "I
don' t think they should be repealed.
It's good public policy. " But Allen
stopped short of a blanket statement
that all gay and lesbians are unfit parents, stating that determination of child
custody " [has1to be determined by the
facts of the case. ' ,
Terry campaign spokesman Jay
Marlin said that Terry supports the
Henrico County judge' s decision on
g(ounds of the child's best interests.
" It's a sad situation. The most important factor is the welfare of the child. ' ,
Marlin also indicated that, if elected,
Terry will not seek to repeal the sodomy
laws. "For the political capital vou
have to ex--pend as governor, it's not the
priority of her to change the law.'
(Daily Press)
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Pershing speaks at first event of ACLU student chapter
By TOM MARTINCHEK
can Center for Law & Justice.
ACLU-Virginia Legal Direc- Both groups, for instance, agreed
tor Stephen Pershing urged M- in the recent Lamb 's Chapel case
W students to become involved that a high school that opens its
with M-W's nascent student facilities for use by outside orgachapter ofthe ACLU in his ad- nizations during evenings must
make the facilities available to
dress Sept. 15.
The battle to protect civil lib- religious groups as well. The
erties continues to rage in Vir- ACLU viewed the free speech
ginia. Pershing said. but the fight issues implicated in the case as
presents M-W students with crucial.
Although typically associated
many opportunities to find interesting and challenging legal ex- v.ith First Amendment claims.
the ACLU continues to evolve
perience.
Describing the organization ' s and ex"and into other areas of
mission as protecting' 'principles the law as well. Until only reof human dignity, of the worth of cently, the ACLU had refrained
the individual, from government from taking cases involving
abuse," Pershing acknowledged sexual orientation discriminathat involvement could be de- tion.
The national organization
manding and even personally
draining. However,' 'the re- now has a separate gay and lesACLU-Virginia Legal Director Stephen Pershing describes exciting - Peter Owen
bian rights project. Locally.
wards are great, ' he said.
opportunities for im'olvement in M-W's new ACLU student chapter.
After discussing the ACLU' s ACLU- Virginia represented
formati,'e years and early his- Sharon Bottoms, a Richmond- lationship with M-W "the most will assist in screening new cases ber of ways.
tOfY. Pershing described the more area lesbian, in her fight to re- exciting, most productive of all as well as conducting legal and
" We want to provide the state
recent and important role the gain custody of her 2-year-old ofour law school relationships."
factual research.
organization with useful assisgroup has played in "shaping" son from the boy's grandmother. In addition to Professor John
Scott Drabenstadt (2L) took tance in the form of legal relaw "ith respect to the Bill of Although a circuit court judge Levy, who has a long history of a leading role in organizing the search, which in tum will proRights and in particular the First recently awarded custody to the involvement with the organiza- student chapter during the spring vide an incredible experience for
grandmother, the case has gar- tion and is a fonner member of semester of 1993 after meeting students, who will be working
Amendment.
Perceived as a politically left- nered international attention, and the ACLU National Board of ACLU President Nadine Strossen for something that they believe
of-center organization , the the mother plans to appeal with Directors, a number of other fac- during her visit to M-W. in," Drabenstadt said.
ulty actively support the ACLU . Pershing's talk was the first event
ACLU has found itself occasion- the ACLU's help.
The group also plans to sponWhile" ACLU-Virginia main- Pershing views these faculty as sponsored by the student group, sor various events on carnpu".
ally allied with extremely conservative legal advocacy groups tains contacts with se\"er~l lau: rources of "'nluablc :ruppOI t for which seekS to promote civil lib- including movies, discussion
such as Pat Robertson 's Ameri- schools, Pershing called the re- the new student group, which erties and civil rights in a num- groups, and speaking events.

Loan !orgiveness progratn explored for future M -W students
By MONICA THURMOND
candidates who come to the school. It and that this be a joint effort between PSF
Allison.
A loan repayment assistance program
The long-term goal of the loan hopes to learn where each candidate stands and LSIC."
In drafting an outline of the program,
is in the works to aid M-W students repayment assistance program is to on the issue ofloan repayment assistance,
intending to enter public service after eventually be able to give students enough what experience with such a program the Committee is considering many
graduation. A joint Committee of the funds to pare dO\\TI their loans from each candidate has, and what kind of options. It will have to determine the
Public Service Fund (PSF) and Law payments of around $600 a month to support would each candidate offer the criteria for choosing which students will
recei\e assistance. "It will probably be
Students in the Community (LSIC) has around $200 a month. However, a great program.
The Committee is currently in the based on what kind of public service field
begun initial planning of the program.
deal of funding will be needed to achiC\e
process of drafting'both a long-term and each students is entering as well as the
" For a school that promotes public that goal.
service so much, we thought we were
The Committee has also spoken to short-term outline of the program' s goals amount of debt each student has
lacking in not having a loan repayment Professor Jim Moliterno, chair of the for the new dean. It is also planning to accumulated," said Allison. The
assistance program," said LSI C co-Chair Dean Search Committee, and SBA speak with PSF about some funding
See FORGIVE ME, page 7
Amy Allison (3L).
President Kyle Short to make sure it has proposals. Allison remarked that "it is
The aim of the loan repayment an opportunity to speak with the dean important that we have PSF' ~ backing
assistance program would be to enable
students who want to enter public service
afford to do so by easing their loan burden.
The "public school monopoly" and conservatives. He claimed a free market
Public service law salaries often begin in
By JOHN CROUCH
would strongly encourage social
the low $20,OOO's, which is too low for
U.S. Senate candidate Jim Miller, an the social security " [pyramid] scheme"
many students to pay their debts and also energetic free-marketer, drew a crowd of would be crimes if operated by private responsibility. Conversely, lack of such
live reasonably.
.
70 students atthe Campus Center Sept. 8. citizens, Miller said, concluding that conservative values as work ethic and
Allison, McNulty and LSIC member
Miller, an economics professor and govemmentsdeserved no exceptions from respect for property hurts the economy.
Miller ridiculed MaT) Sue Terry,
Beth Bruns (2L) discussed the proposal former Federal Trade Commission the law. He advocated school choice,
with Deans Jayne Barnard, Connie Chairman and OMB Chief is seeking noting that such a system in higher Virginia' s Democratic candidate in the
Galloway and Robert Kaplan. The deans Virginia ' s 1994 GOP Senate nomination. education helps make U.S. colleges the '9 3 gubernatorial election, for
said they liked the idea of such a program
Miller flaunted his experience in world's best. On entitlements he said "cavorting" withD.C.liberalswhothink
but did not want to act until a new dean is working with Congress to tame the budget, people must at least get back what they she can pass for a conservative. Terry's
found.
claiming, "I know what's wrong and I paid in, plus interest, but beyond that Republican opponent is former
In its meeting with the deans, the know how to fix it. " He described his point recipients should be means-tested. Congressman George Allen.
He also vigorously backed the North
Committee discussed possible ways of work at the FTC as restraining " the
Col. Oliver North is Miller's likely
American
Free Trade Agreement, opponent. The winner will face
funding at least the short-term goals of National Nanny." He noted that the
the program. which may include one or deficit was cut and stopped rising for stressing that commerce happens between Democratic candidates Senator Chuck
two grants of a few thousand dollars to three years while he was at OMB. Mille.r individuals, not countries.
Robb and perhaps Governor Doug Wilder.
Miller criticized those who diyidethe The W&Mand M-W College Republicans
students entering the public service field. claimed many federal programs were not
"The meeting was very promising," said even " a proper function of government. . , GOP into social and economic sponsored the speech.

Candidate boasts ability to tame U.S. budget
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21 st century courtroom debuts at Marshall-Wythe
By JONATHAN ROTTER
The
newly-renovated
McLaughlin Moot Courtroom
featuring the most advanced
courtroom technology available
in the world, was unveiled at a
public
ceremony
and
demonstration for students,
faculty, corporate donors and
media representatives Sept. 13 .
. ' Courtroom 2 I"
was
deyeloped by the law school in
conjunction with the Court
Technology Laboratory of the
National Center for State Courts.
The presentation began with
a mini-mock trial which featured
attorney Rene Bowditch ' s
o~iection to the testimony of a
witncss via two-wa) television.
"Your Honor I object to this
witness on the grounds that the
6th Amendment guarantees to a
criminal defendant the right 'to
be confronted with the witnesses
against him. " ,
Described as a continuing
project to keep pace with
technological development,
Courtroom 21 showed it can
improve efficiency and accuracy
and can benefit judges. la\\}ers,
witnesses. andjurors--including
the hearing impaired. who can
use its concurrent transcription
system.
The facility is intended as
both a national demonstration
site and an actual instructional
facility for students and visiting
judges.
" Courtroom 21 will give the
nation a single site at which we
can demonstrate and experiment
with some ofthe most productive
law-related
technology
dC\'elopments, " said Jim
McMillan, Director of the
National Center for State Courts '
Court Technology Laboratory .
.. What' s especially important is
that Courtroom 21 lets us see
:what happens when those
technologies are used together
rather than separately. "
For students, the courtroom
improvements represent an
opportunity to learn the
techniques which will be
necessary for litigating in the
ne~1century. "Coo!! " exclaimed
Bryan Fratkin (2L) upon
witnessing the · courtrooms
innovations. The technology will
be integrated into both trial
advocacy and legal skills trials
over the next few years.
Courtroom 21 includes the
following capabilities:
remote-two way television
arraignment and witness
examination;
. LEXIS/NEXIS/MEDIS
research terminals at bench and
counsel tables;

concurrent court reporter
transcription , including the
ability for each lawyer to mark
an individual computerized copy
for later use;
built-in \ ideo deposition
playback facilities;
automatic,
microchip
controlled, backup video
recording of proceedings using
ceiling mounted cameras and
voice initiated switching;
text, graphics, and TV
capable networked jury
computers.
Courtroom 21 includes technology provided by
the
Stenograph companies (including Stenograph, Stenograph Legal Services and Court Technology Incorporated), Mead Data
Central Incorporated (Lexis and
Folio Corporation), Shure Microphone Company, and the Dell
Computer Corporation.

Trial Ad Czar Fred Lederer shows off the many futuristic features
of the new and improved McLaughlin Moot Court Room.

--Peter Dwell

'94 Graduates

Pick-up the '94 BAR/BRI DIGEST*
from your BAR/BRI Reps -

Fred Jacob, Megan Kelly
& Toni Randall
* Filing Deadlines & Bar Admission Requirements
For All States
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==================Law Watch ==============
By JOHN CROUCH
JUSTICE IS PUNGENT: Justice
Ginsburg scorned the dingy, pungent
basement chambers evacuated by Justice
Thomas. Residues of Thomas' emanations, wreathed in penumbras of cigar
smoke, compelled an embarrassed Chief
Justice to make Ginsburg the first workingjustice ever to get an upstairs office-airy. well lit quarters last used by Justice
Marshall in retirement. (National Law
Journal).
SODO~Y LAW REPEALED: Congress refused to interfere with a Washington D.C. council decision repealing the
District's 45 year old sodomy law. Congress has 60 days to review the decision
which took effect last Wed. The law,
which made sodomy a felony, did not
specifically target gay couples but had
seldom been invoked against others.
(Washington Post)
LESBIANS ADOPT: Surgeons Susan
Love and Helen Cooksey may adopt Lo,e's
daughter jointly, said Massachusetts's
highest court, as nothing in state law
prohibits it. The girl 5, was conceived
through artificial insemination from
Cooksey' s cousin. (Washington Post).
LESBIAN'S SON TAKEN: Sharon
Bottoms must lose her son Tyler, 2, to her
mother solely because she is a lesbian
with a live-in lover, Henricojudge Buford
Parsons ruled, proclaiming lesbian pursuits immor::ll

::IS

recovery. He told her she was not alcoholic and spent too much time and money
on AA. She had not had a drink in seven
years. (New York Law Journal).
OLDSTER MILITIA: Insteadoftr)ing
to disarm criminals, Northwestern's law
professor Daniel Polsby proposes arming
law-abiding urbanites. Inner-city retirees, adult women, and working men over
40 could voluntarily be trained and armed
if they had clean criminal, drug and mental histories. The recommendations are
based on studies of violence in U.S. cities,
Bosnia, and early U.S. gold rushes and
land rushes. (Reason).
UNIVERSAL WARRANT: Virginia's
Court of Appeals upheld a warrant to
search everyone present in a building.
Some states allow such warrants; others
find them akin to "general warrants,"
which were among the abuses provoking
the American Revolution. (Virginia Lawyers Weekly).
MOVE OVER DALKON SHIELD:
The IlthCircuit vacated $2.75 million in
punitive damages against Bm..1er Healthcare for ruptured implants, because its
subsidiary had issued a warning. Dow
Corning, the largest implant defendant,
offered a $4.75 billion to settle a class
action. (Wall Street Journal).
CROSS MAY BURN: Cross-burning is
punishable only if it makes victims fear
for their lives or damages their property,

well as felonious. " Im-'

moral behavior . . . always [justifies1
removing a child, " added Anne Kincaid
of Virginia's Family Foundation. The
grandmother feared the boy would not
learn to tell men from women. This will
be no problem at her house, where Bottoms claims she was sexually abused for
years by her mother' s live-in lover. Bottoms will appeal. (USA Today).
DEADLY FOSTER HOME: Parents
may sue the social workers who gave their
son to foster parents who ignored his
asthma until he died. The Eighth Circuit
held that agencies keeping people in forced
custody must provide medical assistance.
(Law Reporter).
FORCED ACTIVISM: Polluters and
poachers are increasingly ordered to join,
work for, or give to environmental groups
to ayoid jail time. Ohio, Maryland and
California judges haye ordered businessmen into the Sierra Club and National
Wildlife Foundation. Only the National
Legal Foundation, in a fruitless judicial
conduct complaint. has opposed the trend.
(Wall Street Journal).
FINGERPRINTS LIE: For faking fingerprints in three murder cases, Delhi,
N.Y. justice Betty Friedlander jailed state
police Lt. Craig Harye) for 2Y2 to 7Y2
years. His subordinates faked prints in
dozens more cases. (New York Times).
AA INFALLIBLE: Questioning AA
doctrine " risks a person 's sobriety and
therefore their very life," said Kingston,
N. Y. justice Karen Parker in her ruling to
grant Diane Edelman's di, orce on grounds
of ' 'cruel and inhuman treatment. " Robert Edelman threatened his wife's physical safety by being unsupportive of her

\Vashington ' s Suprcmc Court said, be-

cause a "hate-crime" law is valid only
when it " punishes the act, not the opinion." The court forbade trial ofaskinhead
who burned a cross in his yard, yelling
racist slurs, to keep blacks from buying a
house next door. (Wall Street Journal).
BURNED ALIVE: A West Palm Beach
jury convicted Charles Rourk and Mark
Kohut of attempted murder, kidnapping
and robbery. The two carjacked black
broker Christopher Wilson, soaked him
with gasoline and left him burning in a
field. He ran to a farmer, who hosed him
off. (Washington Post).
DEAD LAWYER TO SPAWN: Sperm
is property, so William Kane could will it
to his girlfriend, California's Court of
Appeals said. Kane's amusing suicide
note to his unconceived children explained: "I am inordinately proud of who
1 have been--what I made of me. I'm so
proud ... I would rather take my own life
now than be ground into a mediocre
existence by my enemies .. . because of
my mistakes and bravado." (frial).
DIVORCEES MAY GET DEGREES:
A parent may go to grad school and pa)
less child support, a Wisconsin appeals
court held. Some states' courts, though,
believe honest parents' incomes never
shrink. (Law Week). Montana's Supreme
Court reversed an jailed father's child
support reduction, saying he should not
profit from crime. (Law Reporter).
POOR MAY DRIVE: A Nashville federal judge threw out a 1982 Dept. of
Health and Human Services regulation

See LAW WATCH, Page 7

have, however, had time to produce an
"adorable son, 9 years old., going on
21."
Spencer served until 1985 as Senior
Appellate Attorney for the Civil Rights
Division of the U.S. DepartIhent of
Justice. There she wrote the appellate
briefand argued the government's case
before the Eigth Circuit Court of Appeals in
v. Bledsoe, a case similar
to the Rodney King case. As in the
King case, the state court had acquitted
the defendant and the prosecution had
to prove that the crime was racially
motivated in order to bring it before the
federal court.
In 1985, Spencer moved to Richmond where she served as t-.ss\s\an\
Attorney General of Virginia. She
prosecuted criminal cases before the
Vrrginia Supreme Court, Virginia Court
of Appeals and the Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals. While serving as Assistant
Attorney General, she handled the
Commonwealth's case on appeal
against Joe Louis Wise. Wise was
recently put to death by electrocution.
Spencerisa member ofthe Virginia
State Bar Professionalism Committee.
Asked about the concern ofa decline in
professionalism among lawyers, Spencerrespo.ndedthatalthoughsomejudges
may feel that lawyers are not as civil as
they used to be "there is no widespread
ethical problem. Attorneys are simply
more competitive, more aggressive."
Spencer also belongs to the State
Board of Corrections, which governs
the state prison system. As one of nine
members appointed by the Governor,
she is responsible for eX1lloring issues
such as the relative efficiency of state
prisons versus private prisons, and
whether executions should be carried
out by electrocution or lethal injection.
Spencer said the consensus in Virginia prison policy is to focus on rehabilitation rather than incarceration.
"We can't build ourselves out of the
crime problem," she stated, "Virginia
ought to put more money towards helping substance abusers and sex offenders rather than incarceratingthem, tuming them out on the streets. and then
finding the former prisoner right back
in prison a few years or months later."

u.s.
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Candidates for lL StudentB·ar Association Representative
Ramsey Taylor

Peter Schiron

Helen Hamaker & Kenya Parrish

As your SBA representative I will meet the needs of
the class of 1996. The lL' s will bean integral part of the
SBA decision making process through communication
and access. A monthly newsletter will keep you in touch
with SBA activities and you will always be able to find
me. I rarely miss social events and promise to forward
my calls to Paul's Deli when I'm not home.
The SBA should look into parking which seems' to
convenience
no-one except Parking Services. The SBA might facilitate
Cable TV at the Grad Complex allowing all of us to keep
up with 90210 and Seinfeld. I would like activities
attractive to students who are married and/or have
children like a spring picnic on Jamestown Island. A
coed football tournament, a golftournamentat Kingsmill
and Monday Night Football parties would help the sports
scene. Finally the SBA should designate the lounge
theme "young " Elvis and an} references to "'old" or
.. fat " Elvis be banned.

SBA First Year Representatives are elected to
represent, not their own personal interests, but those of
the student body. As a lL Rep I am confident I can fulfill
this task.
The election is a chance for all first year students to
choose who they feel is most qualified to represent their
interests. I have run a rather' light-hearted campaign
because I value the ability to be genuine and to have fun,
but I also know when to get serious. I ha\'e heard students
stress concerns ranging from the sub-zero temperatures
in the building, parking problems, a TV in the student
lounge, and Jimmy Buffett performing again at William
and Mary. These are all issues that I want to work on and
help resolve (I'll even write to Jimmy! ).
I am a very approacha ble person , and as a
representative would welcome anyone ' s questions,
concerns. a nd problems. Please don't hesitate to ask me
an:-1hing about my campaign, a nd remember to vote on
Tuesday.

It's 9 :00 on a Thursday night. You've been studying
for what seems like an eternity and YOU NEED A
BREAK! !! If only you knew the secret to a successful
balance between ...
T ORTS & TEQUILA
This year two of your first year classmates have
gotten together and decided that in order for first year
representation to be a cohesive, collective function, the
candidates should ha\'e the capacity to work together to
deliver the most ba ng for your bucks. Together. ...
HELEN & KEN YA
wiII make the notion of
T ORTS & T EQUILA
a reality
So, for a strong academic support system and a
socially stimula ting platform
VOTE FOR. ..
KE;-:YA P ARRISH & HELE~ HA"IAMR
for first year representatives on September 21 , 1993 .

Diane Preston

Neil Lewis

Amy Fedok

My desire to make a difference was the motivating
factor that led me to law schooL I wanted to have an
impact on my community. The same desire to have a
positive effect prompted my decision to run for SBA
representative. During my undergraduate years here at
William and Mary, I held leadership positions in various
organizations including President of Dorm Council,
Resident Assistant, Philanthropy Chairman of my
sorority. and Mortar Board Society. After graduation, I
worked as a buyer for Hecht's Department Stores in
Arli ngton, VA. I supplemented my careerwith volunteer
work at the Department of the Visually Handicapped
and the Children' s Hospital in Washington, D .C.
I feel a strong obligation to reciprocate the benefits I
have received from my community. The MarshallWythe Law School community is no different. However,
the urgency of my own personal goals as SBA
representative will not stand in the way of adequately
representing you, the first-year class. I a m always open
to su~gestions and will dedicate myself to furthering
your goals and your needs.

I have always watched student government from the
outside. I have never been in awe of the promises of
changes which typical campaig ns bring (i.e. , MORE
COKE MACHINES NEXT SEMESTER! or LOWER
PRICES AT CAMPUS FOOD STORES! ), nor have I
been blind to the fact that business as usual started once
again as soon as the elections were over. The elected
updated their resumes, the losers whined, and the forest
that went into making election flyers was replanted
(hopefully). But nothing ever happened.
The issues facing Marshall-Wythe are too important
to us to let business as usual prevaiL The dean search is
in full swing and the Honor Code and Judicial Council
are in a state of flux. It is us ILs who are going to have
to live with the decisions and reforms of the current
government for the next three years, not the 2Ls and 3Ls
that make up the bulk of the SBA. We need strong
advocates as SBA representatives, or else our concerns
a nd problems will not be heard. If elected, I promise to
be approachable, I promise to listen, and most of all, I
promise to make us heard.

O.K. - to alleviate any confusion, I am the Amy with
the curly hair. Why do I want to be SBA lL class rep?
I like being involved and getting things done. I am very
friendly, energetic and enjoy working with people. Even
as an undergraduate at Syracuse I was very active in
leadership positions. I hope you ' ll give me the chance
to represent our class, because this is what I really like
to do and the type of thing I'm good at.

FORGIVE ME, from page 4.

LA W WATCH, from page 6

Committee hopes to have a joint facultystude nt panel to choose the students.
The Committee began researching the
possibility fo r a program at the end oflast
spring' s se mester. David Dalke ('93) and
John Lohmann ('93) met with Allison,
LSIC co-Chair Will McNulty (3L) and
John Whittle (former l L) to draft an
out li ne of a short-term proposal for thenActi ng Dean D ick Williamson. Because
it was so close to the end of the semester
and he was stepping down from his
position as Acting Dean, Williamson
could not commit to the proposal.
T h e Comm ittee had originally
believed that there was money available
for the purpose of beginning a loan
assistance program, but they learned this
fall tha t the money was actua lly a
discretiona ry fu nd .
Allison a nd McNulty will attend a
conference in Washington D.C. of the
National Association of Public Interest
Law in late October to ell:plore ways to
organize and fund a loa n repayment
assistance program. The Committee is
a lso co nsulting other la w schools '
programs.

denying welfare and Medicaid to fam il ies
ow ning cars worth $1 ,500. as the obsolete
rule arbitrarily kept rural paupers from
working. (L ml" Week) .
GOVERNMENTS WILL DO A BSOLUTELY ANYTHING: Montana began enforcing a law against sale of homemade food. starting v,:ith county fairs and
church suppers. (L'SA Today).
YMCA: A Birminghamjudge dismissed
child porn charges against William Roe,
who claims he hid a camera in a YMCA
locker room to see who stole his shorts.
and had no idea what else went on there.
(USA Today) .
O LD-FASHIONED POLITICS: ExBe rke ley · waterfront commi ss ioner
Enrique Zambrano was sentenced to death
for beheading colleague Luis Reyna.
(Jfashington Post).
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
DODGE: Despite contracts calling
p a pergirls independent businesses,
Nebraska s Workers' CompoCourt ruled
that for its purposes they were employees.
The court used a common-sense test to see
if workers functioned as employees. Calling them contractors is a fast-growing

Amy Fitzpatrick
Seeing that hair is a major issue in this race, I am the
Amy with the straight hair. Now that you know which
Amy I am I hope that you will vote for me for lL SBA
Representative. I held various leadership positions as an
undergraduate at Brown. I am also a very enthusiastic
and fun, a good listener and I would really like helping
to get things done here at Marshall-Wythe.

Ray Raya
Although Raya registered as a candidate, he was unable
to submit a statement. --£ds.

trend in many industries. (Law Reporter).
NON-COMPETITION BOOSTED: A
Fourth Circuit panel gave wholly unprecedented approval to a nationwide noncompetition contract protecting a Vi rginia company selling data interchange
software in only three states: it is resold or
advertized in 3 1 states. Experts were
surprised and doubtfuL The defendant
seeks rehearing . ( J"irginia Lawyers
Week~v) .

PENALTY FITS CRIME: ADanielson,
Conn., judge convicted four teenagers of
digging up 1812 War veteran Oliver
CovelL and ordered them to write essays
on Covell' s life. ( [-'SA Today).
BIG LOSER: The Seventh Circuit killed
Carol Lopacich ' s bid for a sliver of her
father ' s $200 million estate. Her fas hionconscious parents disO\\ned her for weigh-

ing3 40 Ibs. When she reduced to 142Ibs. ,
they didn' t recognize her. (Wall Street
Journal).
CABLE SPEECH: A 1992 federal law
violates free speech by limiting the number of viewers a cable company may reach
and making satellite owners reserv'e -1percent of capacity ' for educational TV,
said a D.C. federal judge. (Washington
Post).
FRCP SAVE D: A House judiciary subcommittee voted to discard new ci\il procedure rules requiring spontaneous discO\·ery. replacing stenographers with tape
recorders at depositions, and curbing sanctions. The rules will take effect Dec. 1
unless the whole Congress blocks them.
However, the administration and the
House leadership oppose them. (Wall
Street Journal).
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PSF helps law students who accept low-paying positions
By Megan Kelly and
Paul Rooney
The Public Service Fund (PSF) was
established in 1985 by Marshall-Wythe
students to ad ance public interest law.
To this end, PSF raises money to provide
stipends to Marshall-Wythe students
working at summer jobs in public interest
law. PSF 's fund-raising consists of
throwing parties, sponsoring the PSF
Giftshop and the Annual Pledge Drive,
and soliciting alumni donations twice a
year through the school-sponsored phonea-thons.
Last year, PSF raised approximately
$29,000. Every penny of this money paid
for summer stipends for law students
working for legal aid, public defenders,
prosecutors, civil rights groups, and crime
\ictimadvocates, to name a fewemployers.
The benefits accruing to the student
grantees and the under-represented people
they serve are obvious: the students get an
eye-opening and often crucial job
experience and their clients get services
they desperately need.
Since its founding, the organization
hasbecomea major institution at MarshallWytheando er75 students have received
PSF grants, inc1uding25 this past summer.
Some misconceptions about how and why
PSF provides these services have come to

our attention and we want to clear them
up.
PSF is run by a student board. It is
completely in dependent of the
administration of the school. Thestudents
on the board select new members each
year from the first year class, and together
they make most major decisions for PSF.
The most important components of
PSF are the law students and faculty who
make the fund-raising events happen.
Withouttheir enthusiasm and generosity
PSF would collapse. Because of the
manifest benefits to the school, PSF has
always enjoyed strong support from the
law school community. This fact is the
key to PSF's continued success.
In addition, PSF enjoys the support of
morealumnieveryyear. Last year alumni
donations accounted for over 20 percent
of all PSF funds . Since most alumni are
wealthierthan most of us, it isourconstant
goal to maximize alumni support. In
addition, dozens ofarea businesses support
PSF by donating merchandise and
services. While it may seem that PSF is
constantly, and some would say overzealousl , raising money from the students
and faculty, e eryone should be gratified
to know that efforts to broaden PSF' s
support base are paying dividends.
In order to get the most bang for our
buck, PSF works in conjunction with
Dean Robert Kaplan and the Work-Study

program. In order to qualify for WorkStudy funding, employers must pay at
least 40 percent of the student worker's
salary and all of the employer FICA taxes
on that salary, a total of S975.
Unfortunately, many worthy employers
cannot even afford that modest sum.
Therefore, in the majority of cases, PSF
pays the S975 that the employer would
pay if they could afford it, and the Work
Study program pays the remaini ng S 1,750.
The totals are S2,500 (S250/week X 10
\ eeks) to the student and $225 to Uncle
Sam's Social Security Administration.
Through coordination with Work Study,
PSF can help fund upwards of 25 people
as opposed to ten or twelve. In cases
where Work-Study money is not available,
PSF pays for the entire stipend.
Unfortunately, money provided b
Work-Study reduces a grantee's eligibility
for financial aid the following year. A
student working as a Work-Study
employee can expect her borrowing
eligibility for school ear ex'PCnses to be
reduced b S I ,500 or 60 percent of their
$2,500 summer salary. However, it is
nottruethat aPSFlWorkStudy grantee
is worse off financially than he would
be without funding. Furthermore,
grantees receive this infonnation when
they accept PSF and/or Work-Stud
funding. Finall , as a practical matter,
according to our personal experience, the

Financial Aid Office is willing to extend
loans above the S8,900 living expense
limit to students whose expenses warrant
it. The bottom line: no one should fail to
applyforaPSFgrantbecauseshefearsfor
her financial aid.
Finally, we think it is misleading to
say that only the very wealthy can survive
fortenweeksonS250aweek. Undoubtedly
it is difficult, and we are aware that PSF
granteesareunder-compensatedfortheir
work. However, as it is, many worthy
students who apply for PSF funding are
turned away empty handed. Raising the ·
amount ofPSF grants, while assisting the
under-compensated grantees, would swell
the ranks of the uncompensated .
Therefore, at this time, PSF does not
envision raising the salary its grantees are
paid this coming summer.
PSF welcomes the comments,
contributions and feedback of the entire
community because it takes all of us to
make PSF a success. In addition, we
invite everyone to attend PSF s Casino
Night Party in the Law School Lobby on
Oct. 22. PSF guarantees that you will
ha eagreat time, party with many alumni
and help the under-represented, the Jaw
school, and yourself.
That is the PSF wa .

Megan Kelly and Paul Rooney are the
'93-94 PSF Co-Chairs.

It's a MAD World

The Good Part: Public defending an eye-opening experience
By MARK A. DONALD
In the interest of balance and
fairness , I should say that my
summer was not ruined by my
troubles with the PSF/Work
Study process. In fact my summer experience ~\'as invaluable
and intense, and I managed to
have quite a bit of fun too.
When I was offered ajobwith
the Colorado State Public
Defender's Appeals office over
the telephone. I was given the
admonitions that one would expect to recei\'e: that the work was
demanding. that the clients
would not be sympathetic, that
success was rare, and that a political orientation to the right or
in favor of the death penalty
might cause me some difficulty
with others in the office or with
the moral implications of the
work itself. All of this I was
prepared to hear.
Then came mention ofa dress
code. which gave me pause. I
envisioned public defenders as I
have seen them (and I ha e seen
them) as an underpaid lot, with a
regalia of worn , inexpensive

somewhat business-like attire. I
was told that the dress code was
very strict and came di rectly from
the head of the entire state P.O.
system. " What is it?" I asked
hesitantly. The answer: •'No
boxer shorts longer than your
shorts are allowed in the appellate office. "
And so it happened that when
I first met the woman who had
hired me. she was wea ring denim
bib overalls. a t-shirt. and a pair
of Chuck Taylor highs. I knew I
had found the right place to pass
my last summer of freedom .
The casual office setting provided an almost comical ju.xtaposition to the seriousness of the
work. the offenses, and the grave
circumstances facingourclients.
In the appellate office there was
never a problem \\ith finding our
clients. since they were almost
universally in the custody of the
Colorado Department of Corrections. Unlike most trial offices, student interns were given
complete responsibility for serious felon. cases. I was even
involved \\ith support and advis-

i ng in a first degree murder trial.
That's how I ended up with a
cameo role on the national-litigation -as-i ndoor-sport cable
channel called Court TV. Court
TV follows Buttafuoco-type
headline cases around the country. In this case. the victim was
the son ofa federal judge, and the
facts of the case were particularly ugly. im'olving (I ' m not
making this up) teenage runaways. two topless bars. drugs.
satan worship. C.B. radios, sex
\\ith teenage girls, a large quantity of cutlery. husband beating.
two e\'il sisters torture, and a
small dog. All of this made for
very good television, and it was
vel)' bizarre to see our defense
team in action with a running
play-by-play commentary.
The rest of the work however
was all appellate. and although I
was not allowed to argue there, I
was able to spend a considerable
amount of time watching oral
argument, which was frequentl y
amusing. One pitiful Deputy
Attorney General must have
stepped on the \\Tong pol itical

toes, resulting in being assigned
to argue all of the most ludicrous
state positions. One memorable
argument was about the constitutionality of a criminal e:>..10rtion statute which basically made
a felon out of an person who
sought to compel any conduct of
another by threatening economic
harm, even if t he conduct threatened was itself legal.
One astute Justice of the Colorado Supreme Court noted that
this statute would make John
Elway, the quarterback of the
Denver Broncos. a felon if he
sought a higher salary under the
threat of holding out. When
forced to concede this point, she
was subject to a twenty minute
barrage from all seven Justices
who nearly held her in contempt
for heresy. since Elway is a divinity under Colorado statute and
Denver municipal ordinance.
This is not to lend the impression that the work tended to
be light. Almost every record
that came to our office contained
a sordid tale of police,
prosecutorial, defense and judi-

cial failure, human treachery,
pain, displaced lives, and the
most visible failures of our society. Such things are not for the
meek of heart. The bottom line
however .. as that the whole experience did for me something
that nothing in law school or m
prior experience had been able to
do : my summer (god help me)
actually got me excited about
getting out and practicing law.
\! hile this summer showed
me that I personally do not have
the mental endurance to confront e\'il of the severity and
quantity that is required for a
serious criminal practice (and
enhanced my respect for those
who do). 1 would not hesitate to
recommend a summer spent in
any part of the Colorado State
public defender system to an one even marginally interested
in criminal la.. . Colorado is
beautiful beyond my ability to
descnbe \\ith local reference and
milder summer weather is simply impossible to fmd. And, oh
yeah. the state may have paying
positions available nex1 summer.
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Crossfire

Virginia custody suit provokes outrage on several fronts
Southern,reactionaries strike again: Bottoms case violates Due Process
Ruling a vehicle for discrimination rights; sexual orientation irrelevant
By Tom Martinchek
In the past couple of weeks, courts in
two vastly different jurisdictions rendered
judgments on the ability of gays and
lesbians to raise children, In Massachusetts. the state supreme court ruled that a
lesbian couple could jointly adopt a child,
and joined a gro~'ing list of states that
a 110\,..' gay and lesbian couples to adopt,
including California. New York, New
Jersey. Minnesota and Vermont.
Virginia, on the other hand, gained
national and international notoriety when
a circuit court judge in Henrico County
decided to extinguish a lesbian mother s
custody rights to her two-year-old son
because. in the judge's eyes, she is engaged in an immoral and illicit relationship, making her unfit to be a parent. The
ruling places Virginia among the most
reactionary jurisdictions in the country
on this issue. In a state where Oliver

"The case demonstrates how sodomy
laws are used to target
gays & lesbians for discrimination. "
North is a leading candidate for a United
States Senate seat next year, who would
expect anything less?
Sharon Bottoms does not fit the ' 'traditional " mold of what a mother should '
be. She did not finish high SChool, and
has held sporadic, rather low-payingjobs.
More importantly, according to the judge
hearing her case, Sharon Bottoms is a
lesbian in a committed relationship. Not
satisfied with denying Sharon custody of
her son Tyler, the judge refused to allow
any visitation to take place at her home, or
in the presence of her lesbian partner. All
because Sharon Bottoms is a lesbian.
The Bottoms case is particularly disturbing for two ·reasons. First, the sole
allegation of Ms. Bottoms ' unfitness to
raise Tyler is that she is a lesbian and li\'es
with her partner. According to a 1985
Virginia Supreme Court decision. Roe v.
Roe. a gay person is per se unfit to be a
parent. Even more remarkable, though,
is the fact that this custody battle did not
arise out of a divorce or separation invohing the two parent.s of the child. Instead,
the court granted custody to Tyler's grandmother someone who has no more in the
way of legal rights with respect to the '
child than does any other third party.
The case demonstrates the broad implications of the antediluvian sodomy
laws that continue to litter the statute
books of many states, particularly in the
South. The Virginia sodomy law proscribes both homosexual and heterosexual
sodomy (by the way folks. that includes
oral sex between a man and a woman),
,

I

making the conduct a felony. Law enforcement officials neglect to enforce these
laws, and millions of offenders--gay and
straight--refuse to take them seriously.
The Bottoms case, however, demonstrates how sodomy laws are used to
target gays and lesbians for discrimination. The Roe decision, and the judge's
opinion in the Bottoms case, made extensive reference to the sodomy la,,;'s and the
fact that the gay parents had committed
felonies . While the court in Roe used its
reasoning to av.:ard custody to the child' s
mother instead of the gay father, the
Bottoms case indicates the potential reach
of the standard established in Roe. Theoretically, the state could use the decision
to come into any household and take a
child away from its natural parent who
happens to be gay. If this type of state
intervention in the parent-child relationship doesn't scare or enrage all Virginians, it should.
Critics on the farright will continue to
parrot the same old lines: the mother was
engaging in a felony under the same roof
as her son; the mother was involved in an
illicit and immoral relationship that could
tarnish or stigmatize the child. Less
fanatical critics may argue that one' s
sexual orientation should not be determinative, but should playa role in deciding
who should receive custody of a child.
Always quick to trumpet the ideals embodied in "family values," the " Christian" Coalition and other similar orgaruzations defended the judge's decision to
deprive Sharon Bottoms of custody of her
child by stating simply that the "best
interests " of the child were at stake.
But what is truly in the " best interest"
of young Tyler? As he grows up Tyler
undoubtedly will come to understand the
nature of his mother's relationship with
her lover. He will also understand that
millions of other people in this country
are gay, just like his mom. Sure, he may
face jeers or taunts from a few cruel
classmates, but many children face adversity as they grow up. African American children confront racism from an
early age, disabled children deal with
insensitivity and physical obstacles. children of interracial marriages often face
ostracism from both whites and blacks.
What will sustain all of these children,
including Tyler, is a household and family where they are loved,
As the issue of gay and lesbian rights
has risen to national prominence in recent years. we have become accustomed
to the ongoing rhetorical battle waged
between the two sides. The far right has
adopted a new phrase in their strategy to
defeat gay rights initiatives, dubbing them
"special rights." The Bottoms case exposes the cynical fallacy of this characterization, and provides a tragic example of
the depth of discrimination that gays and
lesbians continue to endure.

..
..
'

'

By Timothy M. Singhel
On Tuesday September 7, 1993, Judge
Buford Parsons of Henrico County, Virginia Circuit Court ruied that tv.·o-yearold Tyler Doustou should be "taken away"
from his natural mother, Sharon Bottoms, and custody should be awarded to
Kay Bottoms. the child's maternal grandmother. Parsons reasoned that because
Sharon Bottoms' sexual conduct was
" criminal and immoral" she was irrefutably unfit to be a mother. During the trial
Sharon admitted that she and April Wade,
her lover engaged in oral sex outside of
Tyler's presence. but neither Sharon or
April has ever been charged, let alone
convicted of sodomy (a class 6 felony in
Virginia). The child's court-appointed
legal ad\'ocate characterized Sharon Bottoms ' home life as unstable and suggested
that the child be placed with the grandmother. However, Judge Parsons relied
solely on Sharon' s status as a lesbian in
granting custody to Kay.
Before arguing a particular side of an
argument, the scope of the dispute must
be framed. I contend that this is a general
due process problem. It is not, as the
media would like to characterize it, a gay
rights problem. (If indeed there can be
any such thing as civil rights that homose>.:uals enjoy as a class such a classification would run into significant problems
when applied to the traditional Fourteenth Amendment discrete and insular
minority analysis.) As stated above, Sharon Bottoms was, and has never been
charged with engaging in consensual sodomy. Her child was taken away from her
simply because of the possibility that she
engages in felonious conduct.
While it is true that Sharon admitted
to the court that she did engage in felonious conduct, the court had no other proof.
In effect, Sharon was deprived of the
custody rights of Tyler because of a status. She was not even given the opportunity to rebut the presumption that she was
an unfit mother. As a result of those two
facts, I conclude that Sharon' s rights
were disregarded and she should not onl.
be restored her role as mother and custodian 10 Tyler, but she should sue the state
of Virginia for violation ofthe Fourteenth
Amendment's Due Process Clause.
In Judge Parson's defense, the conduct to "..·hich Sharon Bottoms admits is
felonious in the state of Virginia. Despite
what I personally believe regarding the
wisdom of Virginia .s consensual sodomy
laws, (see Justice Stewart' s dissent in
Griswold v. Connecticut) the democratic
process has justly determined that lesbian
sex-ual conduct is illegal (as is indeed
almost any se~-ual activity that does not
occur between heterose~-uals in the missionary position). If one disagrees v.ith

those laws as I do, the proper redress is to
get the legislature to change the code, not
to -charge that it is monstrous for such
conduct to be illegal in the first instance.
(Bowers v. Hardwick ruled that consensual sodomy laws are constitutional).
Therefore if Sharon Bottoms were convicted of feloniously engaging in sodomy, that conviction would be highly
relevant to a custody proceeding. Since
Sharon was never charged with a crime,
her admission should at best ha\'e been
taken as evidence in the larger context of
whether or not she was a fit mother.
Sharon Bottoms was not given the
opportunity to rebut the presumption that
she should retain custody of her son. The
decision was that she was providing a
harmful environment to Tyler because of
her " immoral and inappropriate conduct. " Perhaps the same result could
have been reached if the court-appointed
guardian 's assessment were taken into
account and the finding that the Bottoms!
Wade household was unstable was not

"This is a general due
process problem. It is
not, as the media would
like to characterize it, a
gay rights problem. "
also based solely on Bottoms' lesbian
" status. " Post hoc justifications, however, will not cure the underlying due
process problem. The overarching fact
remains that Sharon Bottoms was denied
her due process rights as a U.S. citizen.
To make matters worse, custody was
granted to Kay Bottoms, despite charges
that she had abused Sharon as a child,
What the court did was grant JYly Bottoms the ultimate benefit of the doubt,
because Sharon was engaging in "illegal
and immoral conduct," while denying
Sharon the same benefit for the same
reason. Thus, the due pr~ss denial
becomes even more severe. Judge Parsons, by refusing to investigate Sharon' s
charges against her mother, was engaging in a wholly personal ranking of which
criminal activity was worse, and possibly
replaced Tyler Doustou' s loving mother
\\ith an abusive grandmother.
What happened to Sharon Bottoms
and Tyler Doustou is appalling, not because of what it says about our country' s
treatment of the gays and lesbians as a
class, but because of what it says about
Virginia' s (or at least Judge Parson' s)
disregard of fundamental civil rights enjoyed by every individual. Sharon is
Tyler' s natural mother, and as such, the
presumption of fitness should be in her
favor. A strong showing of unfitness is
required to relieve Sharon of her custody
rigilts. (Recall the legal wrangling neces-

See BOTTOMS, page 9
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Ask Miss Demeanor
In the spirit of the upcoming moot
court competi tion, I have included letters
submitted recently which I thought might
be helpful in your preparation.
ATIENTION: NO 2L INTENDING
TO COMPETE IN THE BUSHROD
MOOT COURT TOURNAMENT MAY
READ THIS COLUMN UNDER ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES!!! ANYONE
SEEKING ORAL ADVOCACY
ADVICE MUST CONSULT THE
DESIGNATED ORAL SPECIALISTS.
(VOLUNTEERS FOR THE POSITION
OF ORAL SPECIALIST CAN SIGN-UP
ON THE DOOR OF THE AMICUS
CURL4 E).

Dear Miss Demeanor:
I had a somewhat harsh critique in
my recent Legal Skills motion
arguments. I am ,"ery concerned about
mending the problems before moot
court. Please help by giving me some
pointers on how properly to engage in
appellate advocacy. It seems I" spoke
too quickly, I often bellowed, I played
the piano with my hands on the podium,
I cited the Koran three times on
admissibility, and I smote opposing
counsel with a flaming sword. The
judge did not buy my argument on the
dangers of hellfire if my client did not
get the deposition. Finally, my deference

was called into question upon dropping
m~' pants to tbe court. Wbat did I do
wrong?
-Willing to Learn
Dear Un-Appealing:
Counselor, you may proceed with your
argument.
Dear Miss Demeanor:
I need some help with this moot
court thing, if you can. My motion was
a disaster. I admit, I was a little
intimidated by the judge. The details
are unimportant. Basically, I conceded
everything and the argument was over
in three minutes (that's with rebuttal).
-Meek and Mild

This Episode: "Plight of the non-resident day student"
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By Dan Jordan
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MARS

OVER.lOAP
PARKING

Dear Gutless:
This is law school, dammit. Forget
about the real world of Christian niceties.
What brings in success and money is
pure, unadulterated barbarianism. Walk
loudly and carry a .357. You may have
had a weak position, but the actual law is
irrelevant. Now, for moot court. I want
you to call on the crusading spirit of our
dark ages ancestors (through whatever
incantation or ritual it might take). Take
unwavering and uncompromising and
illogical ideals in hand, get up on your
hind legs and make an argument.

Outer Limits
By SUZANNE FITZGERALD
& DAVID PFEFFERKORN
LIVE FREE OR DIE, OR
BEFRIEND ALIENS . .. 500
true believers in aliens, flying
saucers and other Unidentified
Flying Objects gathered at a restaurant in Portsmouth, N.H., for
the Third Annual New Hampshire Mutual Unidentified Flying Object Network Conference.
The enthusiasts embrace the
theory that mankind has blundered badly in caring for the
earth and that alien~ are coming
to take charge. Presentations
included a slide show about a

'face' on Mars that may have
been carved by 'ancient astronauts' from Earth or their Martian ancestors. (Reuter Library
Report) .
TOURIST EXODUS FROM
FLORIDA BOOSTS CALLS
ON BUCKEYE LINE ... The
Ohio Development Department
says it has received its one-millionth call to 1-800-BUCKEYE
this year, surpassing the previous record of 977,721 calls received last year. The one-millionth caller was identified as
Donna Hollan of Germantown.
She called Wednesday from a

Simplex Dictum

roadside rest area as a result of allowed to enter the wrestling
seeing the 1-800-BUCKEYE ring. In 1990, Akamatsu's preroad signs. She received a free decessor, also a woman, tried to
weekend for two people at any present a trophy in the ring and
Ohio state park, including break- was stopped by sumo officials,
fast and lunch, and four 800- who insist the ring is a male
BUCKEYE baseball caps, t- sanctuary." (Newsweek).
shirts and sweatshirts. She was VICTORIA'S
SECRET
STOCK DECLINES . . . In
a first-time caller. (D.P.L).
JAPANESE WOMEN BEGIN Nevada, the state Senate has
CARBO-LOADING ••. Ryoko approved a measure that would
Akarnatsu, Japan's new educa- ban barbers and beauticians from
tion minister, wants sumo wres- wearing frilly lingerie. " Can
tling opened up to women. Not you even imagine someone
as athletes; she says women dressed like that washing your
should serve on the panel that hair? It's just one of the most
chooses sumo champs, and be repulsi\ e things I can even irnag-

ine," said Sen. Ann O'Connell.
The bill wiH prevent the A Little
Off The Top barber shop from
opening. But never fear, the
women who were planning to
work there might be able to find
employment at the G-String Car
Wash, which is locatedjustacross
the street from the barber shop.
(Reason).
COTTON PICKING ..• Christopher Cotton was grabbed by
Nashville, Tenn., policeafterhvo
women spotted him and thought

See WAY OUT, page 13

by Jeff Regner
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Life After Law School

Turner time warp dismays M-W grad; snags legal jobs
B~'

DA VIDZIEMER

Midwestern Correspondent
A revelation has recently orne to me,
and I consider it my duty to impart that
re\'elation to you. You see. I suffer from
being chronically late.
Prior to
commencement of my law practi e, I
never thought it mattered. As a student.
I could easily dismiss the ramifi ations of
the disorder with the flippant remark,
, ·It's not a problem, man; it's a way of
life," asif the two were mutuaUyexclusive.
In law school, though. nobody cares. A
few professors may object. but certainly
not enough to induce a reasonably wellbala nced person to rehabilitate himself.
Upon graduation, howe\'er, the situation
changes radically. Neither judges nor
clients are particularly tolerant of tardy
attorneys. But do not despair, for I have
discovered the cause of this malady, and
knowing the cause, \\le can effect a remedy.
The cause of the problem is . . . Ted
Turner. Our entire generation was raised,
not on Eastern or Central Standard Time,
but Turner Time. As a result, we are
always five minutes late.
We were sucked in the :05thdimension
quite unwittingly. It was very seductive at
first. We could watch our favorite TV
show, and still catch the moral and theme
song at the end of the Beverly Hillbillies
without exerting the effort of watching
the show in its entirety.
The effects of " Living on Turner
Ti.me," as Eric Clapton would say, on
young lawyers becomes more severe every
year. The primary cause of most
malpractice suits has always been a failure
to follow deadlines. Recently; however,.
the number of untimely filings has risen
exponentially. On any given day, at any
given courthouse, dozens ofyoung lawyers
can be seen pounding the clerk of court's
doors at 5:05, begging to be 'permitted to
file their briefs in opposition to motion for
summaryjudgment. They cry; they wring

their hands; they check their watches to
see if they can get home in time to watch
Green Acres. And they \\ill! Because
they've got five extra minutes to get there!
But they will miss the AB C news. They
will have to wait until later to hearwhi h
morons ha\'e risen in the political polls
since yesterday.
Turner Time is also the cause of the
shortage of job offers in the lega l
profession. Imagine -: law firm has 105
lawyers billed out .... ;205 per hour, and
all of them are billing five minutes less
per day than they did in the days of
broadca st T V. That comes out to
approximately $1 ,805 per day less revenue
the firm ' s taking in. That would pay the
salary of several hungry lawyers. Now
you know where all the jobs went. Ted
Turner took them away.
And the problem is not limited to the
legal profession. Our nation 's entire
economic decline can be traced to Ted
Turner. Who would buy an American car
if a Japanese model will get you from
Points A to B five minutes earlier? The
military has been adversely affected as
well. Mark my word, the next Pentagon
Papers to be leaked will prove that the
reason we never caught Saddam Hussein
is that he was watching CNN. He had a
five minute head start on us. Not to
mention the fact that all our missiles were
aimed 30 degrees right of their targets.
Where will this insanity end? Will
Euclidian geometry be replaced with
Turnerian geometry? Will William and
Mary hit us up for big donations to
celebrate the 305th anniversary of the
C;olle~e? Will the price of a beer at the
Leafe go from $2 to $2.05? I shudder to
think what will happen to the American
Pastime, one of the most mathematically
consistent games ever to distract citizens
from relevancies, if this maniac's team
wins the Series.
As for what will happen to the cinema,

the damage could be irreversible. First
he added color to old movies. OK, we
could remedy that by simply pushing a
button on the remote, and removing the
color. What will 'we do, though, \\.:hen he
adds fi\'e minutes to all the clocks in his

movies? Maybe it 'won't affect "It's a
Wonderful Life" much, but can you
imagine watching "High 12:05 p.m." I
will not stand for it. I assure you. We must
put forth all our efforts towards fighting
Ted Turner: and we must give 105 percent!

'( How would you like to '\
represent these parties?
The follOWing are actual statements made by drivers attempting to summarize
the details of their accidentsfor insurance reports.
Coming home, I drove into the
The indirect cause of the accient
wrong house and hit a tree I don' t
was a little guy in a small car with
have.
a big mouth.
The guy was all over' the road; I
I was thrown from my car as it left
had to swerve a number of times
the road . I was later found in a
before I hit him.
ditch by some stray cows.
I pulled away from the side of the
The telephone pole was approachroad, glanced at my mother-ining. I was attempting to swerve
law's face, and headed over the
out of the way when it struck my
embarkment.
front end.
In my attempt to kill a fly, I drove
To avoid hitting the bumper on
into a telephone pole.
the car in front of me, I hit a
I was on my way to the doctor
pedestrian.
with rear-end trouble when my
I thought my window was down,
universal joint gave way, causing
but I found it was up when I put
me to have an accident.
my head through it.
I had been driving for forty years
I collided with a stationary truck
when I fell asleep at the wheel.
coming the other way.
My car was legally parked as it
A truck backed through the
backed into another vehicle.
windshield, into my wife's face.
I had been shopping for plants all
The pedestrian had no idea which
day and was on my way home. As
way to run, so I ran over him.
I reached the intersection, a hedge
A pedestrian hit me and went
sprang up, obscuring my vision
under my car.
and I did not see the other car.
I saw a slow moving, sad faced
As I approached the interesection
old gentelman as he bounced off
a Sign sprang up wnere no Slop
the roor or my car.
sign ever appeared before. I was
I told the police I was not injured,
unable to stop in time to avoid the
but on removing my hat, I found
accident.
that I had a fractured skulL
I was sure the old fellow would
An invisible car came out of
never make it to the other side of
nowhere, struck my car, and
the
road when I struck him.
vanished.

Collect them all! This week: Hangin' Judges of Bushrod!

, More clip 'n' save Marshall~Wythe trading cards

Judge Macpherson

Judge Conti

Judge Spear

Chief Justice Holloran
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called Rogaine-grows hair on bald pates.

WAY OUT, from page 10

Now it may also help men and women
have more fun in bed. This fall studies

he looked like a man they had seen on the
TV show America' s Most Wanted. He
should: Cotton was the actor who played
a suspected arsonist in a reenactment.
(R eason).
HOW THE WILD WEST GOT ITS
NAME . .. Wild West'sone-eyed Charlie
Pankhurst, a rough-and-tumble stagecoach driYer, was known for his tobacco
chewing, whiskey drinking and cussing,
until his death in 1879 when the undertaker discovered Charlie was a woman.
BONUS SECTION! To all Professor
Hardy ' s fi rst-year torts students: if these
fact pattems a ppear in a' multiple choice
question on the exam, select the answer
listed below. And if that choice does not
appear, choose " the best answer" (read:
Hand or Coase).
ANSWER: RES IPSA LOQUITUR ..
. Robert Alfano bit into his Burger King
Whopper in Plainview, N.Y. , and he
says. smelled a rat. But it was too late--he
had already swallowed a piece of the
rodent's foot. Alfano said that since his
July 29 encounter with the rat's foot he
has been unable to eat meat, has lost 15
pounds, and can't sleep because he has
nightmares of live rats. Alfano is suing
Burger King and the franchisee for $2
million. (Daily Press).
ANSWER: EVERY PYTHON GETS
ONE FREE BITE . . . A Washington
County, Penn., woman received a surprise when she opened her toilet lid and
found a snake inside. Linda Ketter called
police, who found a four-foot p}thon in
her toilet. Ketter and her boyfriend say
they believe the snake may have slithered
through her sewer pipes into her toilet.
Police say they have received four telephone calls from people who believe the
snake is their's. (U.P'!.).
ANSWER: FORESEEABLE MISUSE
••• The drug minoxidil does double duty.
It lowers blood pressure and-as a lotion

Dean Search 'Survey

will see if it can produce erections in
impotent men, and Boston University
urologist Dr. Irwi n Goldstein hopes to
test it on women who can't reach orgasm.
Applied locally, minoxidil may improve
arousal by increasing blood flow to the

The Amicus Curiae is conducting a (non-scientific) poll of student opinion
on the desired qualifications of the next law school dean. Answers to the
survey will be reported in the nextissue ofthe Amicus,· andforwarded to the
Dean Search Committee. Please complete this questionnaire and drop in the
Amicus hanging file by Friday at 5 p.in.

penis and clitoris." Researchers warn
agajnst e:\-perimenting with Rogaine -the
formulation of the new drug wi II be different. ( Ve wsweek ).
ANSWER: ASSUMPTION OF THE

Wbat qualities would you most like to see in Marsball-W)1be's next
dean? Select tbree responses only from the following list.

RISK .. . On a recent sold-out tour of
Europe, sideshow leader Jim Rose collapsed in his Amsterdam hotel room after
eating too many light bulbs. He was
rushed to the hospital and treated for
seycrestomachcramps andbleedingbowels. Rose was cautioncd to let his intestinal wounds completely hcal before eating
any more light bulbs, swallo\\i ng swords
oringestingrazorblades. (Business Wire).
ANSWER: DEFENSE OF NECESSITY ... A federal grandjury in Midland,
Tex., indicted a Hobbs, N.M. , man on
charges of robbing three Texas banks in a
ten-day period. Prosecutors said Clark
told them he thought he needed the money
to pay his attorney. (U.P.L).
ANSWER: B < P xL ... The Newport
News Planni ng Commission formally

(U. P.I. ).

r ------------------------~,

__ National reputation as legal scholar
__Experience as a law school administrator
__J.D. or L.L.M. from a Top 10 school
__Experienced professor of law
__Ability to work with studcnts
__Ties to Virginia
__Ties to William & Mary
__Ties to Marshall-W)1he
__ National political contacts/influence
__Fund-raising ability
__ Will push for larger faculty
_ _ Will push for expanded library

1

1
1
I

_ . _Can improve school' s reputation
Will be accessible to students
Will teach courses
__Has real-world experience as a lawyer or judge
__Is member.of racial minority and/or woman
__Aged 50 or above
__Under 50 years old

1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
'I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
I

I

1
1
I

voted down a request to ease the city' s 1 Additional Criteria. Select three responses only.
1
zoning law to allow Vietnamese pot__Enjoys a beer now and then
:
bellied pigs in residential areas, citing :
1
contradictory information about health 1 __Throws 'em back all day and all night
risks posed by the miniature breed. Some
__Last name is Martin (Dean Martin!)
__Last name is Sullivan
I
literature indicated that the pigs could I
spread diseases like swine flu . City offi- I
__Free of back hair
I
cials have declared the pigs a form of 1 __Dresses like most professors
I
livestock, which is not allowed in resi- I
Dresses well
I
dentialareas. Donna Galloway, a Denbigh I __ Smug & Aloof
1
housewife who bought one of the pigs for 1 __Vegetarian
I
her children without knowing they are 1 __Enjoys red meat
i
unwelcome in Newport News, plans to I
Married
1
pleadareversal. Gallowaysaidofherpig, 1 __Single
I
"I bought her at the pet store and I I __Free Parking Advocate
.' 1
consider her a pet and not livestock." I __Dreadlocks
1
(Daily Press) .
1 __Prior convictions
1
I _Has facial hair (man)
.
I
legally
neglected
and
abandoned
the
boy.)
\.
Has
facial
hair
(woman)
I
Such a showing was not made. The
______________________ "

=================================================
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from page 9

situation would be entirely dilferent if victed of a felony. Such is not the situaSharon was attempting to adopt Tyler, or tion here though, and one needs to re(as previously stated) she had been con- ' member that the ultimate issue is Tyler's

sary for the boy in Florida to "divorce"
his motherlast year, when the mother had

r----M:t;-----I r----c:rt-----I

r---~:;----I r---~:;----I

Matt may look like a big I 1 Curt still has battle scars liAs last year's Bushrod
teddy bear in real life, but I I from last year's Bushrod 1 I champion, Judy has no
something happens when he I I competition, and he has I I sympathy for first-round
1 I been waiting for his
competitors, She intends to
puts on that robe,
"I don't know, my eyes I 1 opportunity to avenge them.
score participants as low as
turn a funny color, and then I 1 Advocates before Judge
possible.
my muscles buldge out of I 1 Spear should be prepared
"Ifonlytheydidn'thaveto
my clothes and I turn green: I notonlytoanswerquestions
receive scores at all . , ,
all over. "
I : about information in the
Then no onewouldadvance
1 I pa~ket, but should also
and I could retain my Title
1 I watch Jeopardy! faithfully
another year!"
.1 I and study Trivial Pursuit
1 1cards.
"~

1 1
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01

welfare. In the end, the real tragedy is that
Parsons failed in his role of determining
where Tyler might be given the best home . .

.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01

Competitors who must
face Judge Macpherson
should be forwarned: Don't
piss this guy off.
Rumor has it that Doug
comes to his hearings armed
with a .357 magnum under
his robe, If he tries to bait
you into an argument, don't
let him. Just admit you're
wrong and allow the case to
drop. You may not advance,
but at least you'll get out of
alive.
.. Bushrod
____
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 01
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Environmental policy explored

ABA Litigation Section to meet in DC

The process of environment~1 policy making and implementation will be the focus
of a panel discussion by national experts on environmental policy Wednesday at 3 :30
p.m ., in the Dodge Room of Phi Beta Kappa Memorial HaiL Professor Lynda Butler
will moderate the discussion entitled ' ' Environmental Policy: How is it fonned? What
are the costs? Who pays?"
The expected participants include Amy Newman, Chairman of the Policy and
Energy Response Branch, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency; Pamela Faggert,
Director ofthe Air Division, Virginia Department of Environmental Quality; Richard
Penna, partner ' ''ith the law finn of Van Ness, Feldman & Curtis (Washington, DC);
and Ted Minor, Counsel, Union Camp, speaking on behalfofthe Virginia Manufacturers
Association. Members of the audience will have the opportunity to meet the
participants at a reception following the discussion.
The eyent, sponsored by the College' s Thomas Jefferson Program in Public Policy,
is open to all W&M students and facul ty. For more infonnation, call .121-2370.

Mid-Atlantic region law students will have the opportunity to meet with more than
800 litigators from all regions of the country when the American Bar Association
Litigation Section holds its 18th Annual Fall Meeting in Washington, DC, Oct. 2023. Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court William H. Rehnquist and Great Britain' s
Master of the Rolls Sir Thomas Bingham will be the keynote speakers.
Among the activities planned for the meeting are a " town-hall meeting"
moderated by Harvard Law School professor Arthur Miller; a retrospective on 25 years
of civil rights litigation including reminiscences by noteworthy participants such as
Attorney General Janet Reno and Senator Ted Kennedy; and a reenactment offamous
cross-examinations.
The student rate for the three-day meeting is $100. For more infonnation to
register, call Beyerly Henderson at (312)988-559~ .

Fall From Grace set
The SBA ' s annual fall fonnal , Fall from Grace, has been scheduled for the evening
of Oct. 16 in the Campus Center Ballroom, according to SBA Secreta ry Erin Brewster.
Additional details, including the identity of the band and ticket prices, will be
announced later.

Administrative Law Review announces staff selection
The following second-year students have been chosen for the staff of the
A dm inistrative Law Review:
Ian Alberg
Julie Patterson
Dennis Foley
Jeff Regner
Nicole Fradette
Bill Schultz
Louanna Godwin
Shireen Tabechian
Megan Kelly
Jennifer Tosini
Kevin Miner
Christopher C. White

International symposium
Oscar Arias Sanchez, fonner president of Costa Rica and Nobel Peace Prize
recipient, will be the keynote speaker for a two-day symposium entitled ' Beyond the
Nation-State: Transforming Visions of Human Society." The symposium will run al\
day Friday and most of Saturday in Phi Beta Kappa Hall. The keynote address will
be Saturday at 8:30 p.m. in William and Mary HaiL
Among the world renown policy makers and scholars expected to participate in the
symposium are International Court of Justice Judge Mohammed Bedjaoui, United
Nations Undersecretary General James Jonah, National Islamic Front leader Hasan
Turabi, and Foreign Minister of Nicaragua Miguel d 'Escoto.
The symposium is sponsored by the Emery and Wendy Reves Center for International
Studies and is open to the public free of charge. For additional infonnation, call 2213597 .-

Bill of Rights Student Symposium: Gay Rights
Gay rights will be the focus of the annual symposium of the Student Division of
the Institute of Bill of Rights Law to take place this spring. Students expecting to see
chairs thrown at the meeting to decide the topic ofthe Student Symposium ultimately
would be disappointed. Tensions ran high, however, as students debated the res~tive
merits of these two issues, as well as Violence and the Law and Hate Speech as the
possible focus of the spring symposium.
Although the main topics under consideration were unanimously acknowledged
as timely and likely to generate considerable public interest, children' s rights
proponents expressed concern that a gay rights symposium would not provide a
sufficient variety of speakers. Conversely, supporters of the gay rights topic claimed
that children' s rights was not directly applicable in a traditional Bill of Rights context.
Gay rights supporters ultimately prevailed, although the exact scope of the topic
remai ns to be detennined .
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One-Hour
~hotO &
Portrait studio
Tuesdays and Saturdays
ar.e W & M discount days !!
-- FREE doubles or FREE film --

J:f
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Specialty Baked Goods and Frozen Yogurt
· Breakfast Bagels
· Croissant/Bagel Sandwiches
Homestyle Soup & Salads
· Frozen Yogurt Specialties
220-2777
1238 Richmond Road, Williamsburg VA 23 185
8a.m to 1O:30p.m. Daily ' 9:00a.m. to 10:00p.m. Sunday

+ Full-service Portrait Studio
+ Special Events Photography
+ Instant Photos for Passports and
Applications

431 Prince George Street
(across from Baskin Robbins)

229-3001
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Cinema Cynicism

McCoy sentenced to death; Undercover Blues acquitted
By STEVEN YOUN GKIN
Last week, I was given a piece of
advice by the sports guru (and fonner Bmovie critic and Roger Corman disciple)
Alan Duckworth. He commented that my
grading system of A to Fwas " pedestrian"
and " passe".
He suggested that I try to use a rating
system that better retains the tone of the
paper and that is a bit different.
Considering this is a guy whose rating
system consisted of how many beers you
have to drink before enjoying a certain
movie, he should know about unique
grading scales.
Keeping that in mind, I've now adopted
the "verdict system" ofevaluating movies
ranging from " Unanimous verdict in
favor" to " Unanimous verdict against" .
Let's see if this works.
This week's movies prove the rule that
for a star-driven vehicle to work, the star
has to be likable. The plot can be
inconsequential, the characters generic,
and the directing pedestrian as long as the
leading actor is engaging. In Undercover
Blues, Dennis Quaid is such an actor.
Unfortunately, Kim Bassinger in The Real
McCoy is not. While the movies are
similar in many respects, when it comes
to the criteria that counts the most -whether the movie is enjoyable--the
difference is pai~ly clear.
In Undercover Blues, Quaid stars With

Kathleen Turner as a married couple who
have resigned from their jobs as spies in
order to raise a family. Unfortunately,
their vacation in New Orleans is cut short
when the government calls them into
action one last time in order to stop a
Czechoslovakian terrorist who has stolen
a batch of highly powerful plastic
explosives.
Their mission is much more complex
and it takes them the rest of the movie to
explain it. The plot, however, is nothing
more than an excuse to give the stars a
chance to make a lot of jokes and get into
a number of fight scenes.
The movie would be a complete waste
if it was not for the presence of Quaid.
Although he never even attempts to give
aperforrnance, hemanagestodeliverall
of the punch lines with such glee that it's
hard notto laugh. He is in perpetual smug
mode and gives the impression that he
knows that this movie will be quickly
forgotten, so he might as well have fun
while he' s doing it.
As a result, the movie manages to be
entertaining in spite of itself. Don't
bother to rush out to see it, there are much
better movies coming. Just wait for it to
go to video, which, if there 's any justice,
should be in a couple of weeks.
Verdict: Bare majority in favor
The Real McCoy.. on the other hand, is
a perfect movie to showcase Kim

Basinger' s complete lack of talent and
charisma. In her latest movie, she plays
a bank robber who is caught trying to pull
off a job and thus sent to prison for six
years. After release, she attempts to
reunite with her 9-year-old son and go
straight. She is called back into service,
though, when her son is kidnapped. As
ransom, Basinger must break into the
same bank that resulted in her arrest six
years earlier.
This is one of those movies where no
one even attempts to make sense of the
plot and the plot cannot move fo rward
withol;1t some liberal help from convenient
coincidences. As an example of the
confusing story line, at the beginning of
the movie the viewer sees Basinger' s
capture as she sets off an alann while
breaking into the bank (the movie never
bothers to explain how she trips it). Later,
when she meets with the kidnapper,
Bassinger makes the comment that it was
he who was responsible for her getting
arrested (another plot point never
explained).
Finally, the audience is completely
confused when the kidnapperrefers to her
initial refusal to attempt the very job she
was shown undertaking earlier. This is
truly a movie in which you must turn your
brain off before entering the theater.
It would be worth sitting through the
messofa plot and ignoring all of the holes

ifthe caper was even halfinteresting. But
the cops watching the bank are so stupid
that anyone could have broken into the
allegedly impenetrable bank. For
example, the robbers decide to throw off
the cops by deliberately setting off the
alarm and leaving before the police arrive,
in the process convincing the cops that
the alann system is broken.
This plan involves tlle concession that
the cops are so ignorant that while they'll
thoroughly check out the upstairs, they'll
ignore the vault downstairs which is where
all the money happens to be--even after
one of the cops sees the robbers for a brief
moment on the monitor.
At this stage, those members of the
audience that are still awake (the movie
takes forever to get to the climactic
moment), are silently screaming at the
screen. Or at least I was.
I would even forgive a boring caper if
the star was half interesting--as in
Undercover Blues. But Basinger doesn 't
have a scrap of talent and has even less
personality. Her idea of method acting is
to put a handkerchief around her hair to
make it appear that she is working hard.
She manages the incredible feat of making
a stupid, boring, slow-moving,
uninteresting movie even less likable.
Verdict: Unanimously against with
a recommendation forthedeath penalty
for all parties involved.

Concert Series opens with' 'refreshing" jazz & light show
By LULIT MILLION
The College of William and
Mary 1993-94 Concert Series
opened up with performances of
" MusicandLight"with Richard
Stoltzman Sept. 13 and 14.
Dressed in black tuxedos and
bow ties, theperfonnersincluded
clarinet superstar , Richard
Stoltzman, renowned jazz bass
player Eddie Gomez, pianist Bill
Douglas, and celebrated
musician Gary Burton on the
vibraphone.
Equally at horne in the
classical and jazz worlds, the
perfonnance offered a refreshing
variety of music from Bach to
Bebop.
Grammy-award winner
Richard Stoltzman is hailed for
his incredible technique and
flawless tone and has been
recognized as one of the most
exceptional artists of our time.
Lively and exuberant composer,
keyboardist and bassoonist Bill
Douglas coordinates the music
d epartment at the Naropa
Institute in Boulder, Colorado.
Douglas has composed several

works including " Celebration
II" and has three solo recordings,
" Jewel Lake, ""Cantilena" and
"Kaleidoscope. "
Originally fro m Puerto Rico,
bass player Eddie Gomez was
named Puerto Rico ' s "Jazz
Musician of the Year" for 1989.
Gomez has toured with jazz
greats such as Miles Davis and
Chick Corea, and his latest
album , " Next Future, " was
recently released on the Stretch
Records label. Gary Burton
taught himself to play the
vibraphone. In three decades,
his music career has ra nged from
teaching improvisation and
percussion classes at the Berklee
College of Music in Boston (the
world' s preeminent jazz trainingground) to being a bandleader,
not to mention his own
Right to Left: Richard Stoltzman and Bill Douglas delighted classical
- Peter Owen
perfonnances that have landed
and jazz loyers alike at t he William & Mary Concert Series opener in
him top spots on Billboard
PBK Hall.
magazine's jazz chart.
Several of the selections were '
accompanied by stunning slide with Stoltzman for 20 years. slides featured scenes from a
The concert began with a
presentations by photographer Pearson uses a "dissolver," . Brazilian street festival, the
John Pearson, who has been which allows one image to fade painted faces of clowns .and
See JAZZ, page 17
as another slowly emerges. The mimes, and landscape scenes.
performing "visual concerts"
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It's Only Rock & Roll

Sports theme works for Black Train Jack; Voivod matures
By BILL !"ADIGAN
This time around I have for
you two lesser-known bands that,
despite being lumped together in
the "metal ' category. have
distinct styles and influences that
make them distant cousins in the
fami ly of hard rock. Although I
didn't make a conscience efTort
to find two relatively obs ure
bands to talk about. that seems to
be the way it ended up. But.iu t
think of it as expanding your
musical landscape. Even though
you'lI probably not hear any of
these albums on the radio or on
MTV. they are all worth checking
out.
Artist:
Black Train Jack
Title:
No Reward
Producer: Black Train Jack
&Anthony Countey
Label:
Roadrunner
Best Cut: Time
The Good: Not a bad song on
the album.
The Bad: They overdo the
New York Yankees
fan-boy thing a little
much.
The Ugly: Metal/hard core
cover
of Bob
Marley ' s
' One
Love."
Being the sports guru that 1
claim to be, I couldn't resist
re'viewing an album wi tha picture
of the Babe on the cover. These

four guys don' t leave any doubts
as to their favorite baseball team
(a picture of Yankee Stadium
inside the CD booklet among
other things). The liner notes
credit many sports figures as
musicians, and to top it all off,
the album begins with a Lou
Gehrig sample.
As for the music, the style
could best bedescribedasa blend
of Seattle-sounding metal and
hard core. As threateningas that
may seem, the album is very
accessible. At times, the rifTs
and song structures bri ng to mind
Alice in Chains or Ja ne ' s
Addiction but with more of a
punk edge to them. The song
.. Mad Doll" is representative of
this style. The vocalist doesn' t
have the greatest voice, but his
smooth delivery blends well with
the music.
Overall, the songs on the
album are very catchy and
infectious. One measure of a
good album is whether you can
just sit there motionless and listen
to it, or whether it makes you get
up and headbang. This is
definitely not a sit-there-andlisten CD . The first song,
" Time," is a great sample of
what the album is like and would
not be out of place on AOR radio
or MTV. Other stand-out cuts
include " Guy Like Me,"

featuring the theme to Jeopardy!
stu kin the middle, "Someday,"
and despite my aversion to covers,
they pull off the Bob Marley
song, . 'One Love, 'pretty damn
well.
Unfortunately, although this
is a great album. the fact that it is
on a relatively sma ll record label
means that few people will hear
about it. But I guess that' s what
I'm here for: to bring you out of
the myopia of mainstream music.
Artist :
Voivod
Title:
The Outer Limits
Producer: Mark S. Berry
Label :
MCA
Best Cut: Jack Luminous
The Good: Intricate
and
ethereal progressive
metal.
The Bad: There 's only 2 songs
on the promotional
album I got.
The Ugly: Green vinyl record
with a 3-D label.
One of the benefits of
working at the radio station is
the opportunity to hear new stuff
before the rest of the world. I
recently commandeered a
promotional record for the new
Voivodalbum, the Outer Limits.
Though it unfortunately has only
two songs on it, I couldn't refuse
a green vinyl record.
Voivod has been around
since about the early '80s, but

they remain relatively obscure
and unknown. This has been
due partly to the facts that they
have been on smaller independent labels and that the style of
their music hasn't been exactly
something you can dance to.
But this has changed to a
certain extent. Their new album,
The Outer Limits, is on MCA,
making this their major label
debut, and their style has drifted
away from a plodding, grunge
style toward a more progressive
style.
The two songs on the promo
are Jack Luminous, a l7-minute
epic, and The Lost Machine, a
more manageable 5 112-minute
cut. These songs reflect Voivod' s
move towards a more progressive
and cleaner sounding rock style.
This is seemingly in part due to
the fact that they are now being
promoted by a major label, which
tends to have a moderating
influence on a band's style.
Jack Luminous is a great
sample of the different styles and
structures that Voivod weaves
into the song. Despite being 17
minutes, it doesn't get boring
because of the multiple time
changes and mood shifts.
Though some of the shifts are
abrupt, they enhance, rather than
detract, from the song. The music
and the effects, both guitar and

sound effects, shade it into a
darker, more somber atmosphere.
The Lost Machine is the
more accessible of the two, partly
because of its length and partly
because it is a more of a straight
rock tune. The music is driving
and intense, sharing the mood of
the first cut. The vocalist, who at
ti mes is hard to understand
because of his accent, is neither
a screamer nor has a lot of range.
Overall, the song is good, but it
suffers by comparison to the more
interesting first song.
From the sample of these
two songs, it looks like Voivod
will be releasing another strong
album. Although their music
style is somewhat of an acquired
taste, it's worth a listen if you 're
looking for something fresh and
interesting.
Well, that's the tune-age for
now. Next time, I'll make an
effort to try to review something
that you may have actually heard
of. But don't be afraid to try
something new. There's a lot of
great stuff out there that you
might not otherwise hear, unless
you're willing to experiment and
potentially blow $15. It may be
your chance to get in on the
ground floor of the next . . .
KISS. Until next time, in the
immortal words of Butthead,
" Don't make me kick your ass. '

Pros & Kahns of dining Mongolian: go straight for the grill
By JEFFREY REGNER
The main course offered some variety.
When was the last time you ate Mon- The blend of flavors and the alwaysgolian?
fascinating experience of watching someMy lovely dining companion joined one cook with sticks, made the visit worth
me at the Mongolian BBQ last week after the effort. The grill is circular and about
my Client B motion argument. The res- four feet across. The chef stir fries the
taura nt, a creative but touristy combina- food using two long wooden sticks about
tion of oriental styling and '50s supper three feet long. He circles the grill,
club, is arranged with a bar at one end and pushing the food along as he goes. After
a Mongolian grill at the other.
twice around, he pushes it off into a bowl
Our waitress seated us between the and hands it to you.
two, underneath a mural of the ancient
Stir-fry ingredients are presented as a
Mongol Hordes hungrily rushing in the buffet. The numerous choices include
direction of the grill. Neon signs identify noodles, several vegetables and beef, poultry, lamb or turkey. I filled my bowl with
both bar and grill.
Wasting no space describi ng the food, noodles, yegetables, and a sampling of
the two-page menu consisted mostly of beef. Be sure not to miss the chunks of
Polynesian drinks. Fine for some, but we pineapple. The chef douses your choices
came to eat. The waitress was very help- with an eclectic assortment of nine differful in guiding us through the dining expe- ent sauces. I recommend doubling up on
rience. In fact, the service was excellent. the hot sauce. The result is a tasty oriental
The meal is prixfixe with a few choices. dish guaranteed to fill you up.
After dinner, we surveyed the desert
First, we were offered either chicken or
beef soup. My companion and I sampled bar but found it lacking. The only choices
both, respectively. Both were disappoint- were pudding, jello or mixed fruit. We
were already full at that point so we
ingly bland.
From here on we had to get up from the decided to pass.
Overall, the salad, soup, ,and desert
table to get our food. The next course,
salad, was ordinary. The house dressing, were wimpy, but the main course picked
peanut butter, was unexciting. The salad up the slack. The price was $20 for two
bar also offered sweet and sour cabbage, plus tip. Lunch is reasonable at only $4.95
a plate. Fora few dollars more you can get
described as authentic Mongolian.

unlimited trips to the grill, but one is
plenty.
If all that you are looking for is a hefty
serving of stir-fry and you can ignore the
more touristy aspects of the restaurant,

you will enjoy yourself. But don' t waste
your time with the peripherals. Head
straight for the grill.
The Mongolian BBQ can be found on
Bypass Road next to the K-Mart.

Williamsburg Shopping Center
Monticello Ave. & Richmond Rd.

220-3246 (220-ECHO)
IIA New Dimension in Sound"
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Events Calendar
Monday, Sept. 20
• Thought for the Day: Commitment to excellence and accept
nothing less!
Tuesday, Sept. 21

16

Sunday, Sept. 26
· Gallery Talk: " Gifford Beal," Ann C. Madonia, Muscarelle Museum, 3 p.m .
· Music: Gallery Players of the Muscarelle Museum of Art, 4 p.m.
· Play: " Dream Girls," NSU Brown Theatre.
· Music: The Embers, Classic Amphitheatre, Richmond.

· Amicus Curiae: Staff Meeting at College DeIly, 6 p.m,
Monday, Sept. 27
• Honor Code Revision Meeting: 6 p.m., Room TBA
• SBA First Year Representative Elections: Law School Lobby, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. · Sports and Entertainment Law Society: First Call Out and Organizational
Meeting, Free Pizza and Beer, Place and Time TBA.
• Men' s Soccer: Richmond, Busch Field, 7:30 p.m.
· Extra, Extra, Read All About It: First daily newspaper in US begins · SBA: Tennis Tournament begins.
publication in Pennsylvania (1784)
· Thought for the Day: Think Black as in Black Letter Law.
· Here Comes the Judge: Sandra Day O' Conner becomes the first female
Supreme Court Justice (1981) .
Tuesday, Sept. 28
· Birthday: Stephen King (not to be confused with Amicus staff writer Stephen · Rinse and Spit: William Morris completes the first tooth extraction under
Thomas King) (1947)
anesthetics, Charlestown (1846)
· Honor Code Revision Meeting: 6 p.m., Room TBA
VVednesday, Sept. 22
· Music: Ricky Van Shelton, Classic Amphitheatre, Richmond.
· Autumn Begins.
· Birthday: Ed Sullivan (1902)
· SBA Meeting: 6-7 p.m. , Room TBA.
· Panel Discussion: Lynda Butler moderating Envirorunental Conference, 3 :30- VVednesday, Sept. 29
5 p.m., Dodge Room of PBK Hall
· Rec Sports: Indoor Soccer Entries Open, 1-5 p.m., Rec Center.
· Music: Zeni Gera, Nsect Club, Hampton.
· Music: King of Swing, Classic Amphitheatre.
· Music: Lewis Grizzard, Carpenter Center, Richmond.
· Public Lecture: Larry Pratt of " Gun Owners of America" on the VA
· The licking begins: The US Post Office established (1789)
Gubernatorial Race. Campus Center, Rooms A & B, 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 23
· SBA Bar Review: Bar TBA
· Honor Code Revision Meeting: 6 p.m., Room TBA
· VA State Fair Begins: State Fairgrounds, Richmond.
· Music: Marshall Tucker Band, Classic Amphitheatre, Richmond.
wr-"l~i1Y, ~ept. ~4

· Family VVeekend
· Global Symposium: " Beyond the Nation-State,' PBK, 9:30 a.m.-5 :30 p.m.
· Rec Sports: Placekicking Entries Open.
· Music: Charlie Daniel's Band, Classic Amphitheatre, Richmond .
· Play Ball: First baseball team is organized (1845)
· Music: Shock, Cornmon Line Cafe, Richmond.
· The school bell rings: Eisenhower orders US troops to desegregate Little Rock
schools (1957)
· Music: Molly Hatchet, Peppermint Beach Club, Portsmouth.
· VVrestling: WCW World Championship Wrestling, Roanoke Civic Center.
· Music: Sormy Sharrock, Nsect Club, Hampton.
· Play: " Dream Girls," Norfolk State University, Brown Theatre.
· Birthday:
John Marshall (1755)
Saturday, Sept. 25
· Family VV eekend
· Holiday: Yom Kippur
· Global Symposium: " Beyond the Nation-State," PBK, 9 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
· VVomen's Soccer: v. Harvard, Busch Field, 11 a.m.
·100th Year of Football and Family Day: v. Harvard, Zable Stadium, 1 p.m.
· VVomen's Volleyball: v. Cornell, Adair, 7 p.m.
· Gala: Celebrating the life and contribution of Emery Reves to World Peace,
W &M Hall, 8:30 p.m.
· Play: " Dream Girls," NSU Brown Theatre.
• Extravaganza: Better Days Ahead-Gospel Extravaganza, Willet Hall,
Portsmouth.
· Comedy: Russell Simmons' Def Comedy Jam, Chrysler Hall, Norfolk
· Cruise: Mothership Connection Cruise, Spirit of Norfolk, Midnight.

r

Thursday, Sept. 30
· OCPP: Judicial Clerkships for 2Ls, Courtroom, I p.m.
· Honor Code Revision Meeting: 6 p.m., Room TBA
· Holiday: Sukkot.
· SBA Bar Review: Bar TBA.
· Rec S{lort,,~ lndooc Soccer Entries Close, 1-5 p.m., RIX Center.
· Music: Three Dog Night, Classic Amphitheatre, Richmond.
Friday, Oct. 1
· Tenure/Promotion Letters: due to Prof. Smolla.
· Rec Sports: Placekicking Entries Close.
· Here's Johnny and Lucy: Johnny Carson' s Tonight Show and the Lucille Ball
Show Premiere (1962)
· Men' s Soccer: UNC-Wilmington, Busch Field, 7:30 p.m.
· Music: Lorrie Morgan with Tracy Lawrence, Salem Civic Center.
· Thought for the Day: Conversation enriches the understanding, but solitude
is the school of genius .
Saturday, Oct. 2
· Here Comes the Judge: Thurgood Marshall is sworn as first black Supreme
Court Justice (1967)
· Community Event: Walktoberfest, Richmond.
· "Peanuts, Get your Peanuts:" The comic strip " Peanuts" first appears, in
n~ne newspapers (1950)
· Men's Soccer: v. East Carolina, Busch Field, 7:30 p.m.
· Thought for the Day: Justice delayed is justice denied.
Sunday, Oct. 3
• Film: " A Tour of Vatican Museums, " (53 min.), Muscarelle Museum
Theater, 4 p.m.
. Community Event: " Help Crop," Richmond.
• VA State Fair Ends: State Fairgrounds, Richmond.
. Birthday: Chubby Checker (1941)
. Music: Vince Gill with Patty Loveless, Classic Amphitheatre.
. Thought for the Day: They know enough who know how to learn.

.
.
~
Please submit your entries for theAmicus Events Calendar to Daryl S. Taylor, (1 L) or the Am icus Curiae hanging file. Entries
may include activities sponsored by law school organizations or M-W students, community events ofinterestto law students,
or just about anything else that occurs to you.
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The World Almanac ®Crossword
ACROSS
1 TV CMtoon
..rl..
4 .... 8 Part of woyen fabric
12 Conlllm~
food
13 Uatof

penon,

14 Jacob" tWill
15 - Kippur
16 Incapabl. 01

49 Trot
51 Footba Idly.
53 Redd'lh dya
57 Constant
treYeler

60 -

62 Sandlorth
63 Filbert, • •g.
64 Lool<ad at

65 GIn out
apanngly

66 Curry lette,

DOWN

18 Ho"

24 R buff

26 u,lJation
30 LMf~at
33 Hood! 1ft
( )
34 AmphibWI

36 RanI
37 CupId
39 Finn Ih Oral
nama
41 Sault-

..an.

42 Arab country

44 SlJong wind
46 Unu,~
48 eompa.. pL

m.

ny-

,1J.tch!ng

20 Fond.
21 Noah', boat
URoman
bronte

and

61 SIng., Son-

I Some bird'
2 Eng Ih
IChoot
3 Sac:r.tary',
nota

4 _.-

candidate
5 Long

6 Stu
7 Stona,
8
diractor

- er ..

an
SatIM
F.. tlyal
Hlp and --U .
(n.var)
HI Labor Of;.
23 Cut

9
10
II
\7

25 Exclamation
01 dlsgu,t
26 Colon
27 ActOf-

40 Jau playar
- Coleman
43
g'

c.thoun

47 -Zlmbdtt
48 W,

28 0rl9ln1l

inhabitant

29 Danclf
Vlfdon

45 Tea lor-

50 ~"ndtan
52 Arrived
54 Auld Lang

31 Art daco

lJator
32 Grac.'ul
animal
35 VIdeo-gama
moYIe
38 Comedian
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JAZZ from page 14
smooth and sultry Brazilian piece entitled
"Song of the Bla k Swan.' Stoltzman
came from behind the crowd, walked up
the aisle, and onto the stage pla)ing the
clarinet. The perfomlancecontinued wiili
• 'Tempo Felice," a great jazz piece
entitled ' All the Things You Are," a
Thelonius Monk piece entitled " Monk's
Drea m," Bach' s " Siciliano " " Rock
Etude, " " Bebop Etude # 13 ' better kno"TI
as . , orne Da M Prince Will Come,'
and " assau " accompanied by slides.
The fir t halfended wiili " Tristess " also
accompanied b slides, as one b one the
performers slowl \ alked off the stage
until all the audience was left with was tbe
'Sounds of a Brazilian rain forest.
The second halfbegan with " Brilliant
Star." a bass solo with Eddie Gomez
followed by " BlueMonk, " ajazzyclarinet
and bass duct. Gary Burton performed a
light and livel vibraphone solo entitled

LETTER, from page 2
would be guaranteed. he should have
dropped resumes to the numerous firms
listed in OCPP. PSF never discouraged
application to law firms. In fact stipend
recipien ts are not notified until April that
they ha e received funding. Firm
interviews are conducted during the fall.
lfMr. Donald assumed in September that
he would receive PSF funding in April , he
was either ve ry presumptuous or he could
see the future .
I do not mean to belittle Mr. Donald 's

55 Ad actin
.ndlng
56 EdlbIe~,
58 French

M-W tudents chowed down and
drank up at Phi Alpha Delta's annual
CrabFe t.

n.gatiy.

59 Insact agg

" Blame it on My Youth. ' StoltL.man·s
clarinet solo featured Igor S travi nsk) . s
191 piece entitled ' Last Movement,"
fo\lowed b the 1993 Igor Stra\ i nsk) as
interpreted by Gary Burton. The concert
continued \\;th a tribute to Big Bands :
" The Four Brothers " "Take the A
Train" and Duke Ellington's " Mood
Indigo." Bill Douglas perform ed
" Ramblin'," a piano solo that started
slow and classical and ended up fast and
funky . The concert concluded with a
selection entitled It' s Here. '
The College of William and Mary
' 93 -9.t Concert Series will offer a variety
of performances by other world-renown
artists such as Wynton Marsalis ( ov.
22), The e\ York Opera ational
Compan
performing
' Madame
Butterfly' (Jan. 31 and Feb. I), The Paul
Taylor Dance Compan (Mar. 1 and 2)
and pianist Ruth Laredo (Apr. I) .
AU future performances ,,;11 be held
in the Phi Beta Kappa Memorial Hall at 8
p.m.
unfortunate experience with his PSF
stipend, but I think that it is important to
keep his experience in perspecti e with
those of other stipend recipients.
Even before I recei ed m PSF stipend,
I had decided to spend my summer " 'orking
for the D.C. Public Defender Service.
When I learned that I had been chosen to
receive PSF funding, I did not believe iliat
such funding would pay for all my summer
expenses, but it certainly help out a great
deal. This, not financial gain, is the
purpose ofPSF.
-Mary Elizabeth Dingledy
(2L)

-Peter Owen
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A Duck Out of Water

Football honors go to rookies in the Pros & FSU in the ACC

--

By ALAN DUCKWORTH
My law school work load is
really beginning to interfere \\ith
my sports viewing. I had to
choose between Monday Night
Football and preparing for my
motion argument. (I chose the
game of course, but felt bad about
it. )
The teachers need to realize
that with the pennant races, the
start of football season, and the
U.S. Open, the assignments just
can' t be done. I recommend a
moratorium on all assignments
during the following periods:
pennant races, football season,
the
NCAA
basketball
tournament and the NBA
playoffs.

1would include the NHL, but
no one cares about hockey. So
let's see what is happening in the
wide, wild, wacky world of prosports.
BASEBALL . .. Every team
which is going to have to have a
20-game winner, take a step
forward . Not so fast , San
Francisco. What has happened
to the SF Giants?
Bonds is still doing well, but
he is no longer carrying the team.
The problem really is their
pitching. I have predicted all
year that Bill Swift would break
down, but 1 had no idea that it
would be so fast and total. The
best starting pitcher on the staff
now started the season at AA.
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Salomon Torres has looked good
since his call-up, raising hopes
for the Giants to win in the Braveless West nex1 year.
As for this year, it will take a
miracle for the Giants to recover
from their tail-spin. I kept
waiting for the team to recover
and play like they did before
August.
This has turned into an
exciting pennant season. The
AL East still has a tight race.
Unlike a couple of weeks ago,
there are three teams in the ~ace
and they are all playing well.
The Chicago White Sox have
allowed the Texas Rangers to
close and turned the West into a
race. In the senior circuit, the
Phillies have choked away a big
lead to let the Expos get close.
And in the NL West, the Atlanta
Express has overtaken the Giants.
Four pennant races involving
nine tearns. 1 can' t remember
the last time the end of a baseball
season has been this exciting
across the board.
For thefrrstofmy post-season
awards, the General Manager of
the Year is John Scherholtz of
the Atlanta Braves. He made the
move of the year by getting Fred
McGriff. Better yet, he did not
panic when the Braves were way
behind the Giants and give away
too much (or even afairamount).
He held on, knowing that the
Padres had to trade McGri ff, then
he basically stole him. Runnerup is Sandy Alderson for getting
a top starting pitching prospect
in a trade for Ricky " I sulk,
therefore I am ' Henderson. Next
issue, the worst free agent
pickups.
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************
PRO FOOTBALL . .. What is
wrong wi th the Dallas Cowboys?
1 know the standard answer: no
Emmitt Smith. He was a big
reason for the Cowboys' success
last year, but his absence is not
enough to explain this collapse.
Emmitt doesn ' t play on the
defense, which could not stop
the Redskins in the second half.
Or on the special teams which
look remarkably ordinary this
year. Tills looks like the standard
post-Superbowl hangover.
The real problem is too many
book deals, photo shoots, and
inflated egos and not enough
hard work and role players. And
for the biggest inflated ego of
them all, see Jerry Jones, who

has forgotten that the players
and the coach win games, not the
owner. Jerry Jones finally wised
up. First he tried offering Emmitt
Smith the same type of money
which Thurman Thomas is paid.
Unfortunately, that offer came to
late. Knowing how badly the
Cowboys need him, Emmitt was
able to hold out for a contract
making him the highest paid
non-quarterback in the NFL. We
are talking about roughly $1
million a year more than Thomas
makes. Jones' concession in the
face of what looked increasingly
like it could be a long holdout, is
good news for Cowboy fans and
bad news for the rest ofthe league.

************
Welcome back, Boomer, its
been awhile. So, all the Redskin
fans who booed Mark Rypien, do
you feel more confident with Cary
Conklin at QB? This injury
should do more to promote Mark
Rypien ' s popularity with
Redskin fans than the a second
victory over Dallas would. Fans
will be counting the days until
his return.
By the way, is Monday Night
Football becoming the place
where good teams go to die, or at
least lose? Week 1: Dallas to
WashIngton. ActuallY, lms was
only a minor upset, but the way
that Washington man-handled
the 'Boys was a surprise to all but
the most die-hard Redskin fans.
Week 2: San Francisco to
Cleveland. Maybe the malady
which has infected the baseball
Giants is contagious and the
'-+gershavecaughtit Or perhaps
now that Steve Young feels
secure with no Joe and Ste\'e
Bono injured, he has gottcn
complacent. Whatevcr the
problem is, the Niners need a
wake-up call, almost as badly as
the Cowboys.
Although it is still early, this
rookie class looks to be the best
in many years. With many
rookies starting and playing well,
including two quarterbacks
named Bledsoe and Mirer, this
year's rookie-of-the-year race
should be exciting.
But quickly, lets look at the
rookie who is playing the best,
but has no chance of getting any
recognition. Willie Roaf is an
offensive lineman for the Saints.
He is the player the Saints got in
the Pat Swilling trade, and he is
doing his best to make them look

good.
For the last few years, a
number of top offensive lineman
have been busts, ranging from
the disastrous Tony Mandrich,
who was taken ahead of Barry
Sanders, to Henry Thomas, who
was traded by the Bears and cut
by the Falcons. Finally, an
offensive lineman is panning out
early. He is already starting for
the Saints and is playing at a·
level which could earn him a Pro
Bowl trip in his first season.
Maybe the Lions didn't rob the
Saints of Pat Swilling.

************
COLLEGE FOOTBALL . ..
Do we actually need to play the
rest of the ACC schedule or
should the rest of the schoolsjust
concede victory to Florida State?
After last weekend ' s 57-0
domination of Clemson, it is
apparent that the ACC is FSU
and eight dwarves. So why not
save everyone time and money
and give FSU the title? Just a
suggestion in this age of costconscious college athletics.
I must admit that I was ready
to write off the defending
champions, Alabama. With the
loss of their impact players from
defense, Eric Curry, John
copeland, and George Teague,
and their best offensive player,
Derrick Lassic (who is Emmitt
Smith ' s stand-in for the
Cowboys), 1 was ready to write
off the team. ButJay Barker has
shown that he can do more than
hand off, which he did 60 times
a game last year. This year, he is
leading the nation in passing
efficiency.

************
PRO BASKETBALL ... OK!
So 1 know this is one of the two
months a year that Pro Basketbal I
is not in season, but something
has happened that I must
comment on. The Sacramento
Kings have signed their number
one draft choice, Bobby Hurley.
How will Hurley' s willning affect
an undersized team lacking in
character, defense , and
chemistry? This is the first time
that I am actually getting excited
about the Kings starting a season.

************
Well, I have nothing else to
add. Any disagreements with
anything I said in this column
should be taken up with my
editor, Leeanne Morris. And
bring a baseball bat.
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Amicus computer-like rankings

M-W dominate's softball polls; Volleyb,:\ll, mini-golfheat up
By BILL MADIGAN
Led by captains, Alan "Donald"
SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT ... The Duckworth and Tony " Award" Agudelo,
smell of pine tar and the roar of the crowd this co-rec team has outscored their
filled the hallowed halls of M-W in opponents by an average of 1~ runs per
anticipation of the inaugural SBA game. Led by the bats and gloves of Paul
Intramural Softball Tournament. . This " Ricky " Schroder and Julie " Pitter"
anticipation gave way to victory and Patterson, the Legals have looked
bloodshed, as 110 people on nine teams unstoppable. In their first game, they
battled for the crown in the early hours of caged Gerbil Madness, 23-0, and followed
Sept. 3.
this up by disfiguring Beauties and the
To the winners went the coveted spoils, Beasts, 10-5.
the new dignified, yet sty Iish ' 'Law School
Tournament champs, Crimes Against
Champions" t -shirts. To the losers, a trip Nature, slide into the second spot. Despite
to the emergency room.
having a talented team, Crimes is in a
When the dust settled and the bats tough di\'ision--one in which they will be
were lowered, Crimes Against Nature up against the traditionally strong
emerged the victor. The team was led by fraternity teams. Howe\·er. so far, Crimes
spiritual leader and information director, has not lost any of the momentum from
Jeffrey Kyle" Electrical" Short (who was their tournament victory, and cruised to a
on the verge qf the ultimate disgrace, 14-8 win over Kappa Sig in their first
being stripped of his intramural nickname, game. The team attributes its early success
for not providing me with information on to the willingness of team martyr, Jason
the tournament). Key contributions also " Of Sam" Davis, to take a few line drives
came from " Door" Matt Vroom, Scott in the head.
Greco " Roman", and Susan " Bob"
Captains Ken Hickox " Fight" and
Sieger.
Steve " Adore" Amer lead Como Los
************
Niiios into the number three spot Despite
MORE SOFTBALL ... Picking up playing like children, Los Niiios did not
where they left off from the SBA allow a run to be scored against them in
tournament, M-W' s softball teams are their season opener against Psi-U' s B
dominating intramural competition. To team. They won 23-0.
date, the six M-W teams are 8-1 against
In the number four spot is a team of
their undergrad opponents and have talented lL' s, the Trouncers. In their first
outscored them 123-37.
outing, they sunk VIMS in a hard-fought
But before we get to the carnage, it's win-by-forfeit. Team captains, Neil
time for the fust intramural writer' s pan " Richard" Lewis and Eric " The Half A
of the year:
Bee" Misener, attribute their initial
stunning success to the other team not
1. Regal Legals
showing up.
2. Crimes Against Nature
In game two, they proved that they
3. Como Los Niiios
could win by actually playing the game by
da-stroying Da Boyz, 18-0.
,l, Trouncers
Climbing up one from the basement is
5. Co-Trouncers
co-rec Trouncers spin-off, the Co6. Cruel and Unusual Punishment
Trouncers. Also piloted by Neil
Topping the charts for the premiere of " Richard " Lewis, the Co-Trouncers
tne poll is 2L powerhouse, RegaJ Legals. maintain that they have their own team

THE
TRADITION
CONTINUES

identity, and are not to be confused \\-ith
their Men's B division counterparts. The
gender-bending Co-T's took out their
confusion and frustration on their first
opponents, smothering Gerbil Madness,
17-3. Co-T's next contest will be against
fellow M-W' s Regal Legals, in a game
that could significantly reshape the poll.
Falling into the cellar is pre-season
favorite Cruel and Unusual Punishment,
the team with the distinction of being the
first M-W team to lose an intramural
game.
Despite a promising start, Punishment
has hurt itself with its cruel and unusual
defense (more unusual than crueD. They
held on in their first game to bully the
Whimperoo's, 11-10, but faltered in their
second game to NYFY, 11-7. Multiple
home runs by " Slim" Jim O'Brien were
not enough to offset the error-fest on
defense.

************
VOLLEYBALL PREVIEW ... Five
sets of M-W'ers will try to spike their
competitors and bump themselves up into
the top spots in the 1993 intramural
volleyball season. Representing the M-W
faithful . are Lawmen & the Youngsters
featuring Dave " Afraid Of The" Delk,
Legal Ease led by Todd " Sheep" Sherer
and Pat " On The Ass" Dyson, the
Litigators with Brian " Mid" Knight and
Jeremy PhilJips " Screwdriver" in the
role oftearn captain that they were born to
play, Repeat Offenders, paced by Llezelle

" Grave" Dugger and Erica " Strada" ,
'Swecker, and the Tortfeasors featuring
Rick Giovannelli " Extract" and "Off
The" Mark Kristiansen.
Returning champs, Repeat Offenders,
are the pre-season favorites and did not
disappoint in their opener. Wendy " The
WrathOf' Hahn and " Amos And" Andy
Ollis owned the net, while Julie ' 'Pitter"
Patterson and " Floor" Matt Bissonette
lobbed mortar-like serves at their
opponents. By the time the carnage was
mercifully arrested, the Offenders routed
the RA's, 15-5 and 15-1.

*************
MINIATURE GOLF ... M-W sports
legend and Eric ' 'Paper" Chasse wannabe, Dave " AfraidOfThe" Delkcaptured
the miniature golf title for John and
George. He came in third in the intramural
tournament with a score of40. He credited
his victory to the shorter fainvays and
absence of rough on the course and felt
that his chipping kept him in the
tournament after several slices from the
tee on the front nine.

************
NEXT TIME .. . I'll have for you the
final regular season softball poll, complete
coverage otthe first half of the volleyball
season, and maybe even some billiards
results. Tearn captains, please feel free to
give me scores and highlights from your
team's games. Only then can you get the
coverage you so richly deserve. Until next
time, see ya.
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CODE from page 1
process it must next be approved by the
dean of the law school and finally the
president of the college.
At its first meeting the Subcommitte
agreed to allowfrrst-years on the Council.
The Council would pick four members of
the first -year class, with an ultimate goal
of reducing theupperclass representatives
from seven to six members each from the
second- and third-year classes. The 4-66 membership scheme would allow for
trials to still be held for incidents ~hich
may occur early in the school year before
first-year members can be chosen.
At its second meeting the Council
discussed making the Council an elected
body rather than having members
appointed by the SBA President. Brownlee
attended the meeting to lobby the
Subcommittee for his group's proposal to
have all members of the Council elected.
"This is the cornerstone of trying to
take the Honor System and inject it back
into the student body," Brownlee told the
Subcommittee.
But some members ofthe Subcommittee were concerned about an election
turning into a popularity contest. Hopkins
said that in appointing members, he and
SBA President Kyle Short were able to
screen applicants for experience and commitment to the Honor System. They also
were able to ensure diversity.
Brownlee then proposed having the
Chief Justice elected by students and other
members of the Council appointed.
But Jacob cautioned the Subcommittee
that the commitment and quality of
appointed officials are always more certain
than with elected officials. "Ex1ensive
interviews and screening are a better judge
than a handshake in the hall," he said.
" Do we want to make the Chief Justice a
political position? To a certain extent
elections tend to denigrate the position. "
Bird responded that as the system is
now, the position is already political.
. . Instead of buyi ng candy kisses for the
entire student body. you buy candy kisses

for the SBA President. " He recognized
that making the Chief Justice an elected
position is "a risk, but I think it's an
acceptable risk. "
The Subcommittee narrowly approved
(4-3) a recommendation that the office of
the Chief Justice be a position elected by
the entire student body. With this issue
decided, the Subcommi ttee then discussed
whether the Chief Justice, the SBA
President, or some combination of the
two should have the authority to choose
Council members.
Jacob said he felt suspicious of " an
organization where the leader picks ~1I its
members" and felt that such a system
would lead to " elitism" and possible
appearances of impropriety. He said the
current appointment system works fine.
Hopkins argued that a primary focus of
the elected ChiefJustice' scampaign would
be the appointment of the Honor Council
members. He also cautioned that the SBA
President " has a lot on his plate" and
may not always be able to give the Council
appointments the best attention.
McGrady suggested a compromise
solution in which a committee of three,
the Chief Justice, the SBA President, and
an SBABoard representative would select
the Council members. In this way,
McGrady explained, all three branches of
the student government could become
involved in the process for an ideal system
of checks and balances.
After much debate, the Subcommittee
voted 4-3 that the appointment power
should remain under the authority of the
SBA President.
The Subcommittee also discussed
removing the confrontation requirement
from the Code. The final vote on this
issue favored (6-1) keeping the existing
Honor Code confrontation requirement.
The next meeting of the Subcommittee
will be Tuesday, time and place to be
announced. Issues to be addressed include
the proper definition of " triviality" in
the jurisdictional hearing stage and
modifications in the appointment process,
such as requiring applicant interviews
and posting of their names.
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CHOP CHOP from page 1
amount of money spent on prisons,
Medicaid a nd schools (K -12 ) has
increased. According to Cell, this is due
in large part to the federal policy of
passing increased responsibility, and
consequently expenses, to the states.
Jones said that '" If all areas of state
government would take their share of this
reduction, the higher education reduction
would be less than 4 percent. "
The December 1990 budget cuts, which
affected all Virginia state-supported
institutions of higher learning, differ
significantly in .character from the
upcoming budget cuts. Three years ago,
the state suffered a sudden and une:x:pected
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running elections, " Short said. The new
bylaws limit campaigning around the
ceive more than half of the total SBA hanging file area, restrict campaign ' acallocation to cover the costs ofrepresent- tivity until after the date of declaration
ing M -Win national and regional compe- has passed, and prohibit campaigning in
classrooms, and in the main lobby on
tition.
Last year the SBA came under fire election day.
from members of the BSA for spending Jacob Appointed to Pub Council
The board also approved Fred Jacob
too much money on "competitive activities. ,. Short acknowledged the criticism (3L) as the graduate student representawas " one factor" in the revised budget tive to the Publications Council. Short
planning. " But we also streamlined the said the graduate position on the council
budgeting process, and looked more care- used to come from the MBA program but
fully than ever before at every line item. " was transferred to M-W this fall.
"We have publications that are funded
Moot Court Chief Justice, Matt
by
the
Pub Council" Short said, "and the
Holloran (3L) defended his organization' s
MBA
program
has none, so it made sense
share of the funding. "What people don' t
to
give
us
this
appointment."
The Publiunderstand is that if Moot Court wasn 't
cations
Council
distributes
student
fee
getting this money it would be going
money
to
campus
publications,
including
somewhere else in the College," he said.
"We had to defend our budget last spring the Bill ofRights Journal and theAmicus
before the BSA, so without the Moot Curiae.
Court portion of the budget, instead of Response to Parking Gripes
Short also described plans for a review
$26,000 the SBA would be getting about
$12,000. My only gripe is that many of of the allocation of parking spaces in the
these organizations who are receiving law school lots. " Usually people just stop
funding now were around last spring and me in the hall with a complaint, but now
didn' t bother submitting a budget re- I'm getting full-page letters of complaint
on the parking issue, so it has been moved
quest. "
Holloran added that the reduction to the top of our agenda." Most comcould send the wrong message to those plaints are coming from day students,
concerned about the level of funding for Short said, who protest the division of
competitive teams. " The message we spaces and the prohibition on parking in
want the SBA to send is that Moot Court the resident lot during the day.
According to Short, the proposals
has the support of the student body. By
cuttingourbudget, they're saying 'You' re under consideration include opening the
main residential lot to day students durright, we can get along with less. ' "
ing the day, with a restriction only after 5
Changes in Bylaws
In addition to the budget revisions, the p.m., restoring on-street parking directly
SBA board met in a special session Sept across from the law school or extending
15 to approve changes to the SBA Bylaws the one-hour limit to two or four-hours,
governing election procedures. The and reviewing the needs of faculty and
changes were necessary for consistency staff to determine if additional spaces can
with Judicial Council policy before this be delegated to student use. Short has met
with Dean Connie Galloway and plans to
weeks's election of 1L representatives.
" All we are really doing is updating meet with Director of Parking Services
the bylaws to conform with the rules Mark Gettys to discuss the proposals.
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Violations of the new tournament rules
can result in a report to the Judicial
Council ofa possible Honor Code offense.
Hartman also predicted a more professional , less harsh, Bushrod experience
for this year's participants. " This year' s

drop in revenue, prompting Governor
Wilder to call for across the board cuts to
make up the difference. At that time, the
adjustments in the College' s budget
resulted in immediate faculty pay cuts.
Jones said that because the cuts will
not take place for nine months, the
administration will use that time for self·
study and strategic planning. rather than
having to make immediate changes.
Wilder plans to submit the new budget
to the General Assembly Dec. 20 for the
1994·96 biennium. The 10 to 15 percent
cuts which Wilder is requestingare
intended to make up for a predicted budget
shortfall rather than an immediate lack of
revenue. As Cell put it, " The anticipated
needs [of higher education] will exceed
the growth in revenue. "
competition will have no crying, no Rich
Hricik, no hanging judges, " she promised, referring to the excessive zeal which
characterized the interrogations of some
former Bushrod judges. Hartman spoke
with all the judges to differentiate between being " fair but tough" and being
" outright mean. " (But see Trading Cards,
this issue).

